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CHAPTER 1.  GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Introduction 
Maize, an ideal model plant for genomic and genetic study 
Maize, one of the most important crops worldwide, was domesticated from the wild species, teosinte, 
about 6,000-10,000 years ago in southern Mexico (Beadle, 1939; Flannery and Piperno, 2000). With a genome 
size of ~2,500 MB, it contains an estimated 50,000 genes distributed among ten chromosomes. As an important 
model plant, substantial genetic and genomic resources are available including a genome sequence (Schnable et 
al, submitted).  
 
Gene duplication and the impacts on genome 
Gene and genome duplication play important roles in evolution. Maize is an ancient allotetraploid that 
now functions genetically mostly as a diploid.  This allotetraploidy event occurred about 11.5 Mya ago (Walbot 
et al, 2001). Besides the whole-genome duplication, which produced large duplicated blocks, duplicate genes 
can also arise via relative small-scale duplication events, such as unequal recombination (Yandeau-Nelson et al, 
2006), the transposition of gene-containing Mu-like elements (“MULEs”; Jiang et al, 2004; Juretic et al, 2005) 
and Helitrons (Morgante et al, 2005), although most of these transposon-mediated duplications involve only 
gene fragments. Over time, duplicate genes may be retained (Chapman et al, 2006) or the extra copy may be 
deleted, leaving a ‘singleton’ (Bowers et al, 2006). Gene duplications have long been considered as raw 
materials for the evolution of new gene functions. This can occur via two proceses: neofunctionalization and 
subfunctionalization. In the former case, mutations persist in one copy when another copy retains its normal 
function, leading to functional divergence (Blanc et al, 2004; Chapman et al, 2006). Alternatively, the 
accumulation of mutations allows subfunctionalization, in which the two copies divide the original task(s) of 
their common progenitor gene between themselves (Tocchini-Valentini et al, 2005). However, recent evidence 
points in a third direction. Specifically, it was reported that duplicate genes from diverse organisms actually 
show unexpected similarity even long after the original duplication event and some genes are preferentially 
retained as two copies. The differences between these duplicates are relative fewer and less severe than between 
homologous singleton genes in related ecotypes or subspecies (Chapman et al, 2006). Therefore, mutations 
were still allowed to accumulate due to the sequence similarity over time, giving rise to new gene functions. In 
addition, duplicates from the most recent polyploidization event in Arabidopsis (Blanc et al, 2004) and the 
ancient hybridization event in cotton (Hovav et al, 2008) are not transcribed at the same level. Thus, a third 
model became clearer, sub-neo-functionalization (He et al, 2005). Hence, subfunctionalization, the partition of 
ancestral gene functions among duplicated genes, appears to be a common phenomenon.  
 
As ancient tetraploid, the maize genome contains a large amount of gene duplication, which allows 
maize lines to carry more than two “alleles”. Duplicates, especially those from recent duplication events which 
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share a high degree of sequence similarity, may play a role in the success of long-term selection/improvement 
experiments for desired agronomic traits, such as kernel traits (Dudley and Lambert, 2004). In the future 
detailed molecular knowledge of the maize genome will enable refined molecular breeding strategies.  
 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP), approaches for SNP discovery and its significance in applications 
A Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) is the variation of a single base pair in the DNA sequence 
between either the members of a species or between the paired chromosomes of an individual. They are 
detected in both coding region and non-coding regions of genes. Some SNPs located in coding sequences may 
not necessarily change the amino acid sequence of the protein; these are termed synonymous SNPs. However, 
synonymous SNPs may still affect gene splicing, transcription factor binding or regulation by microRNAs (Kim 
and Bartel, 2009). A nonsynonymous change may be either missense or nonsense, where a missense change 
results in a different amino acid, while a nonsense change leads to a premature stop codon.  
 
Depending on the species and region checked, SNPs occur at various frequencies. For example, in 
Arabidopsis, SNP frequencies of 0.007-0.0104 have been reported (Kawabe et al, 1997) while in maize higher 
frequencies have been detected in several work, on average 1 polymorphism per 31 bp (0.0323) in non-coding 
regions and 1 polymorphism per 124 bp (0.008) in coding regions (Hilton and Gaut, 1998; Wang et al, 1999 and 
Ching et al, 2002). Due to their abundance and uniform distribution throughout a genome, the SNPs detection 
has been conducted actively. Several methods have been reported for SNP discovery. Among them, Sanger 
sequencing technology is expensive and time-consuming. DNA microarray-based assays allow the detection of 
up to hundreds of thousands of SNPs simultaneously. For example, an array-based whole-genome genotyping 
assay was reported to enable effective SNP genotyping (Gunderson et al, 2005). Single feature polymorphism 
(SFP), including SNPs, can be detected by genotyping using Affymetrix array based method (Luo et al, 2007). 
In addition, next-generation massively parallel sequencing technologies provide ultrahigh throughput and much 
lower unit cost as compared to Sanger sequencing technology. Hundreds of millions of sequences (up to about 
500bp long in average), generated within a few hours via 454 sequencing, were applied to de novo SNP 
discovery (Barbazuk et al, 2007). Recently, Li et al (2009) reported an SNP-detection method with deep and 
high genome coverage, which was developed to study genetic variation between individuals via whole-genome 
or target region resequencing.  
 
SNPs have been used to develop marker systems for major crop plants and livestock. Some SNPs are 
causative, which alter the gene expression or the structure, and/or function of proteins. They may associate with 
certain phenotypes, which are interested in pharmaceutical and breeding research. Therefore, they are important 
in crop improvement (Gupta et al, 2008) and livestock breeding programs (Stone et al, 2005; Charlier et al, 
2008).  
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Domestication and selection in maize and other plants 
The process by which maize was domesticated has been a subject of study for more than half a 
century. It’s believed that maize (Zea mays ssp. mays) was domesticated from its progenitor teosinte (Zea. mays 
ssp. parviglumis) between 6,000-9,000 years ago (Flannery and Piperno, 2000) through a single domestication 
event (Matsuoka et al, 2002). Maize and teosinte have strikingly different morphologies. Compared with maize, 
teosinte plants are highly branched and produce single-row ear with 8-12 kernels coated in hard fruitcases. 
Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping performed to identify genomic regions controlling plant and ear 
architecture between maize and teosinte identified 6 regions (Doebley et al, 1990). The results were consistent 
with a previous study that the morphological differences between maize and teosinte are controlled by five to 
six genomic regions (Beadle, 1939), some of which contain defined domestication genes, viz., tb1 (Clark et al, 
2003), ba1 (Gallavotti et al, 2004) and tga1 (Wang et al, 2005). As more domestication genes and their 
interactions defined, the concept of a domestication network becomes clear. For example, ba1, working together 
with tb1, regulates vegetative lateral meristem development (Gallavotti, 2004) and ba1 and ZmPIN1a are targets 
of bif2 (BIF2 phosphorylates ZmPIN1a) during maize inflorescence development (Skirpan et al, 2008, 2009).  
 
Besides maize, several other major crop plants were domesticated around 10,000 years ago (Harlan, 
1992). Majority of them likely occurred via a single domestication event with a few genes or regions having 
large effect on genetic architecture (Burger et al, 2008). For instance, two major shattering genes were 
identified in rice, sh4 (Li et al, 2006) and qSH1 (Konishi et al, 2006), which control 69% and 68% of the 
variance for shattering in hybrid of wild X indica rice and indica X japonica, respectively. The exceptions are 
pearl millet, turnip and sunflower. The first two have multiple numbers of domestication events (Brunken et al, 
1977; Purugganan et al, 2000), while sunflower has many gene regions each of which contributes small to 
moderate effects on those aspects of plant architecture that differ between wild and domesticated lines (Burke et 
al, 2002). 
 
Thesis organization 
This thesis consists of 5 chapters: a general introduction (chapter 1), three journal papers (chapter 2, 3 
and 4) and a chapter of general conclusions (chapter 5). There is also an appendix. The manuscript in chapter 2 
was published in Genetics, 2007, 175(1): 429-439. Dr. Scott Emrich did the maize genome assembly for NIPs 
discovery in silico and wrote this manuscript under the guidance of Dr. Schnable. I validated the expression of 
NIPs in pooled cDNA samples via RT-PCR and sequencing and also validated the differential expression of 
NIPs family members in 18 samples from various tissues and developmental stages, suggesting the potential 
biological functions of NIPs. The manuscript in chapter 3 was published in Genome Research, 2007, 17(1): 69-
73. Drs. Scott Emrich and Brad Barbazuk contributed equally to this work. They conducted computational 
analysis on the 454 ESTs, annotating genes detected and discovering the novel genes. Dr. Scott Emrich wrote 
the manuscript under guidance of Dr. Schnable. I validated the expression of orphan genes captured from LCM-
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454 EST dataset using amplied SAM cDNA. Also, I tested the expression of orphan genes in cDNA sample 
from another meristem-rich tissue, immature ear and pooled cDNA sample by RT-PCR and sequencing. The 
expression data from SAM and ear indicated the preferential expression of orphans in SAM tissue. The 
manuscript in chapter 4 was published in The Plant Journal, 2007, 51(5): 910-918. Drs. Brad Barbazuk and 
Scott Emrich contributed equally to this work. Ms. Hsin D. Chen and I validated the putative SNPs, predicted 
from 454 ESTs from two maize inbreds, B73 and Mo17. 
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CHAPTER 2. NEARLY IDENTICAL PARALOGS (NIPS): IMPLICATIONS FOR MAIZE (ZEA 
MAYS L.) GENOME EVOLUTION 
 
A paper published in Genetics1  
 
Scott J. Emrich2, Li Li2, Tsui-Jung Wen, Marna D. Yandeau-Nelson, Yan Fu, Ling Guo, Hui-Hsien Chou, 
Srinivas Aluru, Daniel A. Ashlock, and Patrick S. Schnable3
 
ABSTRACT 
As an ancient segmental tetraploid, the maize (Zea mays L.) genome contains large numbers of paralogs that are 
expected to have diverged by a minimum of 10% over time. NIPs (Nearly Identical Paralogs) are defined as 
paralogous genes that exhibit >98% identity. Sequence analyses of the “gene space” of the maize inbred line 
B73 genome, coupled with wet lab validation, have revealed that conservatively at least ~1% of maize genes 
have a NIP, a rate substantially higher than in Arabidopsis. In most instances both members of maize NIP pairs 
are expressed and are therefore at least potentially functional.  Of evolutionary significance members of many 
NIP families also exhibit differential expression.  The finding that some families of maize NIPs are closely 
linked genetically while others are genetically unlinked is consistent with multiple modes of origin. NIPs 
provide a mechanism for the maize genome to circumvent the inherent limitation that diploid genomes can carry 
at most two “alleles” per “locus”.  As such NIPs may have played important roles during the evolution and 
domestication of maize and may contribute to the success of long-term selection experiments in this important 
crop species. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The grasses (Poaceae) are a highly adaptable family of monocotyledonous plants that have been independently 
domesticated by several human civilizations.  Maize (Zea mays L.) is a hypothesized ancient segmental 
tetraploid and it is estimated that nearly one-third of all modern maize genes have a paralogous sequence 
(BLANC and WOLFE 2004). More recently, the expected divergence of the segmental allotetraploid event has 
been revised from the original 15-30% (GAUT and DOEBLEY 1997) to 10-20% (BLANC and WOLFE 2004) on the 
basis of maize ESTs. 
 
                                                 
1Reprinted with permission of Genetics, 2007, 175(1), 429-439. 
2Authors contributed equally to the work. 
3Author for correspondence 
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Genome-wide duplications are generally believed to provide raw material for evolutionary innovation (OHNO 
1970) and as such they have played important roles in the evolution of both plants and vertebrates (reviewed by 
DURAND 2003; MOORE and PURUGGANAN 2005). In contrast to the diverged paralogs produced via ancient 
duplications, detailed analyses of the human genome have identified nearly identical sequences that were 
inadvertently collapsed, or condensed into a single contiguous region, during genome assembly (BAILEY et al. 
2002; CHEUNG et al. 2003; SHE et al. 2004).  
 
Tandem duplications are common among plant species (ZHANG and GAUT 2005). Indeed, MESSING et al. (2004) 
have estimated that approximately one-third of maize genes are tandemly duplicated.  Few of these tandem 
duplications are similar enough that they would collapse during genome assembly.  Several tandem duplications 
of maize have been well characterized including, R-r (ROBBINS et al. 1991), Rp1 (RICHTER et al. 1995), P1 
(ZHANG and PETERSON 2005) and A1-b (YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 2006).  Such duplications can be generated 
via unequal recombination (RICHTER et al. 1995; YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 2006). In contrast, the transposition 
of Mu-like transposons in rice (Pack-MULEs; JIANG et al. 2004; JURETIC et al. 2005) and Helitrons in maize 
(LAL et al. 2003; BRUNNER et al. 2005; LAI et al. 2005; LAL and HANNAH 2005; MORGANTE et al. 2005), 
which have incorporated fragments of unrelated genes, can generate dispersed genic duplications.  Although as 
many as 11% of all maize gene fragments are unique to a specific inbred line (MORGANTE et al. 2005), the 
extent to which these gene duplications are functional is not known.  
 
Because the maize inbred line B73 is homozygous at essentially all loci and its “gene space” has been 
extensively sequenced, it is an ideal candidate for beginning to study the extent, causes, and evolutionary 
significance of recent duplications in this complex genome. Toward this end, assemblies of B73 ESTs and gene-
enriched Genome Survey Sequences (GSSs) were examined for the appearance of “polymorphic” nucleotide 
positions, which we term candidate paramorphisms (CPs; EMRICH et al. 2004; FU et al. 2004). If a specific CP 
site is not due to a sequencing error or residual heterozygosity, we term this site a paramorphism (FU et al. 
2004). A paramorphism provides evidence of the existence of highly similar genomic loci and is strong 
evidence of a recent duplication without respect to the underlying duplication mechanism. We have termed a 
subset of such regions nearly identical paralogs (NIPs) if they exhibit ≥98% identity, are genic, and are not 
transposons or other repetitive sequences.  
 
On the basis of highly conservative criteria, we estimate that ~1% of genes in the B73 maize genome have at 
least one NIP, and nearly all of these exhibit >99% identity. In addition, we determined that many of these 
highly similar loci in the maize genome are genetically linked. Because Mu elements do not preferentially move 
to linked sites (LISCH et al. 1995), this result implies either that Helitrons preferentially insert into neighboring 
locations or that other mechanisms were involved in the origins of these genetically linked NIPs. The observed 
frequency of NIPs is substantially higher in maize than in the model dicotyledon, Arabidopsis thaliana, 
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suggesting that this phenomenon is not universal in plants. Most importantly, we also report that members of 
many NIP families are differentially expressed. We hypothesize that the high frequency of NIPs in combination 
with their diverse expression patterns may have provided a selective advantage during the domestication and the 
genetic improvement of maize by classical plant breeders and may play a fundamental role in the success of 
long-term selection experiments (e.g., LAURIE et al. 2004). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Locating and validating NIPs in collections of maize ESTs and GSSs: EST sequences were generated from 
three B73 cDNA libraries constructed by Fang Qiu (Iowa State University) with the advice of the Bento Soares 
laboratory (University of Iowa). A total of 32,229 EST sequences and their corresponding trace files were 
deposited in GenBank after removing short inserts and other irregularities. These B73 EST sequences were first 
assembled with CAP3 (HUANG and MADAN 1999) using >98% similarity in detected overlaps, a minimum 
overlap size of 50 bp, and 60 bp as the clipping parameter. Potential NIPs were then identified by detecting 
contigs with CPs composed of at least two different nucleotides, each of which is supported by two independent 
EST reads, within CAP3 multiple sequence alignments. 
 
We later endeavored to locate NIPs within “gene-enriched” maize genomic data (PALMER et al. 2003; 
WHITELAW et al. 2003) using an updated version of our Maize Assembled Genomic Islands (MAGIs; EMRICH 
et al. 2004; FU et al. 2005). We use the same CP-detection heuristic described above for EST NIPs, but we 
restricted these analyses to only methyl-filtered (MF) clones because ~40% of current high-Cot clones contain 
cloning artifacts (FU et al. 2004). In addition, we required that each CP variant be supported by at least two 
independent MF clones. On the basis of the criteria used to assemble the MAGIs (FU et al. 2005) only CP-
competent intervals that exhibit ≥98% identity are recovered. 
  
Even with the conservative criteria described above, it was possible that some CPs resulted from sequencing 
errors. Primer3 (ROZEN and SKALETSKY 2000) was used to design primers ~250 bp from each side of targeted 
CP sites. Genomic DNA was isolated from B73 seedling leaves using the protocol of DIETRICH et al. (2002) and 
was PCR amplified using thes e CP-flanking primers. The resulting PCR products were analyzed via agarose 
gel electrophoresis. Single-band PCR products were then subjected to direct sequencing using the same CP-
flanking PCR primers or were subcloned using a TOPO TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) followed by 
sequencing with the T7 and T3 primers. 
 
Annotation of NIPs 
GBrowse (V1.61) was downloaded from the Generic Model Organism Database website and installed using a 
MySQL database at its core. The CAP3 assembly output files, CP-competent intervals, CP sites, primers used to 
validate CPs, GeneSeqer alignments (at least one exon of similarity of ≥ 95% identity, ≥ 50bp length), 
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FGENESH predictions, and BLASTX hits (PIR-PSD v.79.00; E-val <= 1e-10) were converted into GFF files 
using PERL and AWK scripts for display on the MAGI website (http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu/). CP-
competent intervals were deemed genic if the MAGI contained a non-repetitive gene model within 500 bp of 
the CP prediction. Repetitive models were excluded based upon protein matches to well-characterized 
transposons in GenBank. 
 
NIP expression assays 
Forty-six validated MAGI–NIPs with at least one predicted exon were analyzed; 42 yielded a single genomic 
PCR band with the expected size. These were then subjected to touchdown RT–PCR using the pooled inbred 
line B73 cDNA, very similar to that described previously (FU et al. 2005). In addition, RNA samples were also 
isolated from various tissues, organs, and developmental stages of the B73 inbred line similar to those described 
by QIU et al. (2003). Reactions that yielded single bands that were not larger than the genomic PCR product 
were sequenced. If the sequence of a RT–PCR product had a double peak at the paramorphic site, we concluded 
that both members of the NIP family are expressed. If in a given source of RNA only a single peak was 
observed at a paramorphic site, we concluded that only that member was expressed in that sample. Only if 
identical results were obtained from two independent biological replications did we conclude that the two 
members of a NIP family were differentially expressed. In almost all instances, the results from the two 
replications were consistent. 
 
Genetic Mapping of NIPs 
NIPs were genetically mapped using 91 Recombinant Inbreds (RIs) of the Intermated B73 x Mo17 (IBM) 
mapping population (LEE et al. 2002). CP validation primers that amplified B73 but not Mo17 DNA templates 
(i.e., plus/minus markers) were identified via gel electrophoresis. If a pair of NIPs is tightly linked genetically, 
the RIs will segregate 1:1 for the presence and absence of the B73-derived PCR product; conversely, if a pair of 
NIPs is unlinked genetically, the RIs will segregate 3:1 for the presence and absence of the B73-derived PCR 
product. NIPs with segregation ratios that fall between 1:1 and 3:1 were deemed to be loosely linked 
genetically. To position the tightly linked NIPs on the genetic map, the RI genotype scores for each NIP-derived 
marker were directly compared to the RI scores of all of the ~3500 genetic markers on a genetic map developed 
by us (IBM_IDP+MMPmap4; FU et al. 2006).   
  
Locating NIPs within Arabidopsis 
A total of 190,978 A. thaliana ESTs were downloaded from dbEST (GenBank) in June 2004, and 50 bp were 
trimmed from each end to reduce false positives associated with low-quality sequences. These ESTs were then 
clustered using PaCE (KALYANARAMAN et al. 2003) under default parameters, and contigs were generated 
using CAP3 from each resulting cluster as previously described. Polymorphic sites with representation in ≥25% 
of participating ESTs, which also violated random expectation for sequencing errors (P < 0.01), were selected; 
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28 primer pairs were designed to flank the 24 previously unreported duplications using Primer3. Successful 
reactions, which yielded a single band (N = 25), were sequenced and the corresponding trace files were 
analyzed. 
 
In addition, all 68 low-copy Arabidopsis gene pairs that have rates of synonymous substitution (Ks) <2% 
(LYNCH and CONERY 2000; MOORE and PURUGGANAN 2003) were analyzed. Using the 02/28/2004 Arabidopsis 
gene annotation from The Arabidopsis Information Resource (http://www.arabidopsis.org), each potential NIP 
pair was checked to ensure that both members were genic and were annotated as distinct loci. Pairs that met 
these initial criteria were then compared using BLAST; candidates without a highly similar (>98% identity) 
continuous alignment were manually aligned and validated where possible. The genetic distances between 
members of a NIP family were determined by multiplying the physical distance that separates them by the 
centimorgan/megabase values reported by ZHANG and GAUT (2003). 
 
RESULTS 
In silico detection of maize NIPs 
Nearly identical sequences are subject to being erroneously “collapsed” into single sequences during genome 
assembly. Collapsed segmental duplications within the human genome assembly were identified by virtue of 
their overrepresentation among randomly generated sequences (BAILEY et al. 2002), and it has been estimated 
that >8% of public human single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are potentially paramorphisms rather than 
actual SNPs (CHEUNG et al. 2003). 
 
Evidence for the existence of NIPs in the inbred maize B73 genome was first sought in EST data. A total of 
32,229 3′ EST sequences generated by us from the B73 inbred line were assembled into 3975 contigs and 6804 
singleton ESTs. To be considered a CP, each of the two nucleotides must be supported by at least two 
independent sequence reads. Because this conservative heuristic qualifies only a subset of an assembly for 
locating putative NIPs, we term such regions “CP competent.” Of the 3975 EST contigs generated by CAP3 
(HUANG and MADAN 1999), 1659 were CP competent. To further analyze the correctness of these CP 
predictions, all 1659 candidates were manually inspected and the respective trace files were analyzed; following 
these analyses, 78 contigs were deemed promising. 
 
Experimental validation of EST-based CP sites 
In silico predicted CP sites could arise erroneously due to sequencing errors. We therefore endeavored to 
experimentally validate many of the putative NIPs. A total of 75 primer pairs flanking predicted CP sites were 
designed from the 78 EST contigs; 54 of these primer pairs amplified a single band from B73 genomic DNA. 
These PCR products were sequenced. Only those CP sites that exhibited overlapping sequence trace peaks were 
considered to be “validated.” Overlapping trace peaks were mostly of equal intensity, although in a few 
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instances the relative intensities were consistent with differential NIP copy number in the maize genome. Of the 
54 sequenced EST contigs that contained putative CPs, 9 could be validated in this manner. 
 
Those CP sites that were validated via sequencing provide evidence in B73 of either residual heterozygosity or 
NIPs. The strategy outlined in Figure 1 was employed to distinguish between these possibilities. All nine 
validated EST contigs were analyzed in 20 individual selfed progeny from their B73 parent plant and in a pool 
of 20 individual progeny from 4 additional B73 parent plants (a total of 80 plants). If the validated CPs arose 
via the presence of residual heterozygosity, overlapping and nonoverlapping sequence trace peaks should 
segregate among the selfed progeny. No evidence of residual heterozygosity was detected. We therefore 
conclude that B73 exhibits a very low level of residual heterozygosity. We further conclude that 0.5% (9/1659) 
of the analyzed EST contigs is derived from NIPs. 
 
NIPs discovered within a partial maize genome assembly 
For purposes of NIP detection, ESTs are valuable because they are expressed and therefore inherently meet one 
of the criteria for classifying a duplicated sequence as a NIP (i.e., expression). On the other hand, because 
introns may be more diverged than ESTs, genomic regions from which these cDNAs are transcribed may not 
exhibit sufficient nucleotide identity (>98%) to be classified as NIPs. In addition, CPs can be identified only in 
genes for which at least four ESTs have been captured. 
 
To address these limitations and to identify more NIPs in the maize genome, we endeavored to locate CPs 
within version 3.1 of our MAGIs (FU et al. 2005), which consists of 114,173 contigs. Because MAGIs include 
introns, the selection of MAGI-derived NIPs is even more stringent than for EST-based NIPs. A total of 15,375 
MAGIs contain at least four overlapping clones and are therefore CP competent; 289 of these competent contigs 
exhibit at least one CP. 
 
Primer pairs that flank CP sites for 280 of the 289 candidate MAGIs were designed, of which 231 amplified a 
single band from B73 genomic DNA. Sequence analyses of these amplicons validated a total of 258 
paramorphisms (PMs) in 116 PM-containing MAGIs (Figure 2; see also Supplemental Figure 1 online at 
http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/) via a strategy identical to that used to validate NIPs identified from 
EST contigs. In several cases, primer pairs appeared to amplify multiple amplicons as evidenced by numerous 
multiple peaks in the sequence trace files. This suggests that a somewhat more distant paralog was also being 
amplified. Although at least one CP site was confirmed in these cases, to be conservative, these MAGIs were 
not included in subsequent analyses and calculations. 
 
Expression of NIPs 
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Evidence for the expression of each of the 116 PM-containing MAGIs was sought via EST alignments, 
FGENESH predictions, and BLASTX results (Materials and Methods; Figure 2). The 84 PM-containing 
MAGIs for which evidence of gene expression was obtained were deemed to be NIPs (see supplemental Table 1 
at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/). These 84 NIPs contain a total of 170 validated paramorphic sites, 
which are located in both coding and noncoding regions. 
 
Of the 44 NIPs that could be assigned functions via significant BLASTX matches, 10 are predicted kinases and 
3 are predicted transcription factors and/or contain a zinc-finger domain. The remaining 31 NIPs are involved in 
a wide variety of biochemical pathways (e.g., metabolism, nitrogen utilization, and DNA methylation). We 
therefore conclude that NIPs are not restricted to a limited number of biological functions. 
 
Frequency of NIPs 
The experiments described above identified 84 genic MAGIs that contain one or more paramorphisms and are 
therefore classified as NIPs. Of the 15,375 CP-competent MAGIs, 12,012 appear to be genes on the basis of 
their lack of similarity to transposons and evidence of expression. The CP-competent intervals associated with 
the 84 validated NIPs exhibit ≥98% nucleotide identity, include both coding and noncoding sequences, and can 
be as long as 2.6 kb (supplemental Figure 2 at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/). Because <80% 
(231/289) of the CP-containing MAGIs were analyzed, we conservatively estimate that 0.9% [84/(12,012 × 
0.8)] of the genes in this assembly have a NIP. 
 
Both members of many NIP families are expressed 
Forty-six NIPs that contained at least one exon or putative exon (Materials and Methods) were selected for 
analysis. Touchdown PCR was performed using both genomic DNA and pooled cDNA isolated from various 
tissues and organs of the inbred line B73. A total of 29 NIPs yielded a single band from both PCR reactions, of 
which 25 could be confirmed to be derived from the target NIP via sequencing. As shown in Table 1, these 
sequencing experiments provided evidence that both members of 20 NIP families (80%; 20/25) are expressed 
(Materials and Methods). For the remaining 5 NIPs (20%; 5/25), only one copy could be shown to be expressed. 
This is, however, a highly conservative assay for the expression because only a portion of the transcriptome was 
sampled. We conclude that both members of at least four-fifths of NIP families are expressed. 
 
Genomic organization of maize NIPs 
To begin to define the molecular events that give rise to NIPs, it would be useful to know the relative positions 
of members of NIP families within the maize genome. These experiments were conducted by using PCR 
primers that flank paramorphisms to amplify genomic DNA from the inbreds B73 and Mo17 and the IBM RIs 
derived from a cross between B73 and Mo17. 
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Most of the 84 NIP primer pairs could amplify both B73 and Mo17 and the resulting amplicons from these two 
inbreds were the same size at the resolution afforded by gel electrophoresis. However, B73 genomic DNA but 
not Mo17 was amplified when 14 of the primer pairs were used in PCR. This indicates either that the 
corresponding Mo17 NIPs exhibit a high degree of sequence or structural polymorphism relative to the B73 
NIPs from which the PCR primers were designed or that the Mo17 genome does not contain the corresponding 
NIP, a result that would extend the violations of genomic colinearity among maize inbreds initially observed by 
FU and DOONER (2002) and extended by others (BRUNNER et al. 2005; LAI et al. 2005; LAL and HANNAH 
2005).  Using the PCR primers that amplify B73 NIPs but not Mo17 to genotype the IBM RIs, it was possible to 
determine the positions of the members of all 14 NIP families relative to each other (Materials and Methods). 
The members of 7 and 2 NIP families were tightly and loosely linked, respectively (see supplemental Table 1 at 
http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/). The members of an additional 5 NIP families were unlinked 
genetically. 
 
Arabidopsis NIPs 
Although Arabidopsis has a much smaller genome than maize, it is also thought to have undergone an ancient 
polyploidization event (VISION et al. 2000). To compare the relative rates of NIPs in these two model plants, we 
sought EST-based NIPs in Arabidopsis using the Columbia ecotype. Of the 33 initial EST clusters analyzed that 
contained at least one statistically significant CP, 7 were found to have already been reported to be transcribed 
from two or more copies in the Arabidopsis genome; however, the inclusion of introns for all seven of these 
genes results in <98% identity. A total of 117 CPs were tested in 24 of the 26 novel Arabidopsis NIPs using 
primer pairs that successfully amplified a single band of DNA from Columbia genomic template (25 primer 
pairs total); 100 were definitively established as false positives. The remaining 17 putative CP sites could not be 
verified as negative due to low-quality sequence reads. Hence, there is no evidence that any of the Arabidopsis 
EST clusters surveyed here represent novel collapsed paralogs. 
 
To confirm this observation, we located NIPs among all 68 low-copy Arabidopsis gene pairs that have rates of 
synonymous substitution (Ks) that are < 2% (LYNCH and CONERY 2000; MOORE and PURUGGANAN 2003). 
Only 39 pairs meet the NIP criteria and are annotated as distinct loci (Materials and Methods), which is 
consistent with the EST result. Of these NIP families 28 are located <10 cM apart (Materials and Methods). Of 
the remaining 11 NIP families, 9 of these are located on different chromosomes. 
 
DISCUSSION 
The maize genome contains a high frequency of NIPs 
Plant genomes contain large numbers of paralogs, many of which are tandemly arrayed (SUN et al. 2001; YUAN 
et al. 2002; MESSING et al. 2004;). In addition, maize contains a substantial degree of intraspecies diversity for 
gene content (FU and DOONER, 2002).  At least some of the intraspecific violations of genetic colinearity are 
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due to “hitchhiking” gene fragments that have been duplicated by active transposons (BRUNNER et al. 2005; LAI 
et al. 2005; LAL and HANNAH 2005; MORGANTE et al. 2005).  Potentially, these duplications of genic sequences 
have significant evolutionary implications. The extent to which these duplications are functional is, however, 
under debate (JURETIC et al. 2005).  
 
It has previously been reported that several pairs of NIPs are expressed.  These include the genetically unlinked 
ciszog1 and ciszog2 genes (SWIGONOVA et al. 2005), the tightly linked p1 and p2 genes (ZHANG et al. 2000), 
and locally duplicated zein seed storage protein gene families that exhibit 98% identity (SONG et al. 2001). This 
study demonstrates that most NIPs are expressed and that individual members of many NIP families exhibit 
differential expression patterns. Given their high degree of sequence identity, it likely that these different 
expression patterns are controlled by sequence variation outside the NIPs or differing epigenetic states, 
including local chromatin structure. Taken together, this study provides the first conclusive evidence that 
substantial numbers of hypomethylated duplications have successfully diversified their expression profiles and 
may therefore have unique functional roles. 
   
Origins of NIPs 
Following duplication, gene pairs would be expected to decay into NIPs. Although transposons can “capture” 
gene sequences and duplicate them via transposition, Mu elements do not preferentially insert at genetically 
linked sites (LISCH et al. 1995).  It is therefore unlikely that Pack-MULEs (JIANG et al. 2004) would be able to 
generate the large proportion of genetically linked NIPs observed in this study.  Similarly, unless Helitrons (LAI 
et al. 2003; BRUNNER et al. 2005; LAL et al. 2005; LAL and HANNAH 2005; MORGANTE et al. 2005) 
preferentially insert in nearby locations, tandemly arrayed NIPs are unlikely to have arisen via the action of 
Helitrons.  We therefore consider several alternative mechanisms that could generate NIPs.   
 
Unequal recombination between repetitive sequences that flank genes can generate gene duplications 
(BABCOCK et al. 2003).  In humans, such processes are thought to be responsible for ~30% of the recent 
segmental duplications (ZHOU and MISHRA 2005). Unequal recombination occurs between the long terminal 
repeats of rice retrotransposons (MA et al. 2004; MA and BENNETZEN 2006). Tandem gene duplications 
generated via this mechanism would be flanked by repeats of high identity.   An ~10-kb segment of BAC clone 
ZMMBBb0483G05 deposited in GenBank (Accession no. AC157776) by the MCCOMBIE laboratory contains 
two pairs of tandemly duplicated NIPs; each pair of NIPs exhibits >99.5% identity.  Significantly, conserved 
repeats (as defined by the Iowa State University MAGI Cereal Repeat Database 3.1; FU et al. 2005) are located 
between and flanking the duplications.  The positioning of these repeats is consistent with duplication via 
unequal pairing between the repeats.  
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More exotic mechanisms of NIP generation are also possible.  For example, break-induced replication (BIR) at 
stalled replication forks could stimulate the production of segmental duplications (Figure 3Aiii) and 
rearrangements in regions of genomic instability (KOSZUL et al. 2004; ZHOU and MISHRA 2005). Gene 
conversion or similar mechanisms may have also homogenized diverged paralogs.  Because many of the 
characterized maize gene conversion events have conversion tracts >1kb (reviewed by YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 
2005), it is possible this mechanism could generate NIPs.  In support of this hypothesis, we have recently 
observed that the duplicate gl8 genes (gl8a and gl8b), which reside on syntenic regions of different 
chromosomes and therefore presumably originated during the ancient allotetraploidization event, exhibit a 
degree of nucleotide identity (96%; DIETRICH et al. 2005) that is substantially higher than the 80-90% identity 
expected for ancient paralogs (BLANC and WOLFE, 2004).  Because tandemly arrayed paralogs undergo frequent 
recombination (YANDEAU-NELSON et al. 2006), gene conversion can also maintain a high degree of nucleotide 
identity between them (ZHANG and PETERSON 2005).  
 
While it is not currently possible to identify the mechanism by which a given NIP pair was generated, it is likely 
that multiple mechanisms are involved. It may be possible to decipher these mechanisms once the maize 
genome sequence has been completed by locating the specific sequence signatures that are associated with each 
duplication mechanism (Figures 3 and 4).  
 
Why does maize have more NIPs than Arabidopsis 
We conservatively estimate that the maize genome contains at least 500 NIPs. In contrast, we identified <10% 
of this number of NIPs in the Arabidopsis genome (N=39). This is true even though the Arabidopsis genome 
contains Helitrons (KAPITONOV and JURKA 2001), which duplicate genes in maize (BRUNNER et al. 2005; LAI et 
al. 2005; LAL and HANNAH 2005; MORGANTE et al. 2005).  
 
The frequency of NIPs within a species depends on the rates of four parameters: the rate and timing of initial 
duplication events, the rate at which NIPs decay (mutation rate), and the rates of gene loss and gene conversion. 
Hence, the lower frequency of NIPs in Arabidopsis as compared to maize could be a consequence of a lower 
rate of gene duplication. Alternatively, if gene conversion is a dominant mechanism for gene duplication, the 
fact that only ~12.6–16.6% of Arabidopsis genes are members of tandemly arrayed gene families (ZHANG and 
GAUT 2003) as compared to ~35% of maize genes (MESSING et al. 2004) may contribute to the observed 
differences in NIP content between these species.  
 
NIPs and genetic markers 
NIPs can complicate the development of SNP-based genetic markers. This is because an apparent “SNP” 
identified via comparisons of ESTs or shotgun sequences from two inbreds may represent a paramorphism 
rather than a true SNP. Unlike SNPs, paramorphisms will not necessarily exhibit Mendelian segregation; 
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therefore, it may not be possible to convert them into informative genetic markers. Indeed, such an explanation 
has been invoked to explain the inability to convert a fraction of human “SNPs” into genetic markers (FREDMAN 
et al. 2004). 
 
Evolutionary implications of NIPs 
An individual diploid genome can contain at most two alleles of a given locus. NIPs provide a mechanism for a 
maize plant to include more than two “alleles” of a given gene within its genome and the differential expression 
of members within a NIP family can increase the plasticity of the transcriptome. Hence, the genetic diversity 
provided by NIPs may contribute to the environmental stability of maize. NIPs may also serve as a reservoir of 
genetic variability upon which selection can act because recombination between highly similar paralogs can 
generate new “alleles” that condition novel phenotypes (ZHANG and PETERSON 2005). Finally, the existence of 
multiple copies of a given sequence (i.e., NIPs) increases the probability of recovering rare favorable mutations. 
As such, NIPs may have facilitated the domestication of maize and may contribute to the continuing success of 
long-term selection experiments in closed maize populations (LAURIE et al. 2004) and maize breeding in 
general.  
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           TABLE 1. NIP pairs for which RT-PCR validated expression of both members 
  
NIPs with EST support 
MAGI ID Annotationa Paramorphisms 
  Position Haplotypeb
G..T 33361 Class III peroxidase 70 precursor 2571, 2586 A..C 
C 43016 Putative proteosome subunit 825 G 
T..G 53926 Putative cytochrome P450 2594, 2635 C..A 
C 58637 Putative membrane related 651 T 
G 65202 Hypothetical protein 3315 A 
T 80184 Receptor-like kinase-like 1442 G 
C 86866 Putative acyltransferase 1669 T 
C 89568 N/A 105 T 
C 97955 Putative nitrate reductase apoenzyme 1684 G 
A 100946 Putative trehalose-6-phosphate synthase/phosphatase 715 G 
NIPs with only FGENESH support 
Paramorphisms MAGI ID Annotationa
Position Haplotypeb
G..A..T..A 21152 Putative strictosidine synthase 904, 909, 975, 999 A..G..C..G 
T 36788 N/A 1176 C 
C 45574 Protein kinase 1448 T 
T..G..G 67751 Putative S-receptor kinase 1048, 1087, 1122 C..A..C 
A 85672 N/A 330 C 
C 89009 Pentatricopeptide  repeat-containing 862 T 
C..T..A 98934 Putative cytochrome P450 652, 660, 785 G..C..T 
T 95980 AKIN beta1-like protein 2126 C 
T 101406 Terpene syntase 5 related 1263 A 
a BLASTX search against UniRef protein database using e-10 as E-value cutoff. 
b The presence of “..” between paramorphisms indicates that sites are not adjacent.
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 TABLE 2. Expression patterns of NIPs in the B73 inbred line 
 
cDNA Sample no. aMAGI ID Paramorphism sites 1               2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
G..A..T..A                 +b NDc + + + + + ND + + + + + -d + + +21152 A..G..C..G                  + ND + + + + + ND + + - - + + + + +
G +                 + + + + + ND + + + + + + + + + ND43016 C                  + + + + + + ND + + + + + + + + + ND
T..G                  + + - - - - + - + + ND - - - + + -53926 C..A                  + + - - - - + - + + ND - + - + + +
G                  + - - + + + - + + + ND + ND + ND + -65202 A                  + + - + + + + + + + ND + ND + ND + +
T..G..G                  + - - - - - - - - + + - - + - - -67751 C..A..C                  + + - - - - - - - + + - - + + - -
T +                 + + + + + + + + - + + + + + + +80184 G                  + + + + + + + + + - + + + + + + +
C                 + + - - + - - - + + + + ND - + + +86866 T                 + + - - + - - - + - - - ND - - - +
C                  + - - - - - + - - - + - - - + - -89568 T                  + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C                  + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +97955 G                  + + - + + + + + + + + + - + + + +
G                  + + - - ND ND + - + - + ND - - + + +100946 A                  + - - - ND ND - - + - - ND - - - + -
 
acDNA samples: 1, Pooled cDNA; 2, 14DAPL shoot; 3, 59DAPL root; 4, 59DAPL husk; 5, 65DAPL husk; 6, 79DAPL husk; 7, 59DAPL unpollinated ear; 8, 65DAPL unpollinated ear; 9, 
79DAPL unpollinated ear; 10, 59DAPL tassel; 11, 65DAPL tassel; 12, 79DAPL unpollinated silk; 13, 1 DAP silk; 14, 1DAP kernel; 15, 5DAP kernel; 16, 15 DAP kernel; 17, mature pollen; 
DAPL, days after planting; DAP, days after pollination
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Strategy used for determining whether a candidate paramorphism (CP) is indicative of residual 
heterozygosity or the existence of a NIP. Because alleles segregate during meiosis, CPs associated with residual 
heterozygosity are expected to segregate in a 1:2:1 ratio among selfed progeny.  In contrast, NIPs would not be 
expected to segregate among the selfed progeny of an inbred line.  
 
Figure 2. An example of a validated NIP (MAGI_21152). The membership and layout of MF GSSs, a CP-
competent interval (~900 bp), and the trace file for a 150-bp subinterval of the CP-competent interval (the 
bottom chromatograph), are shown relative to the two paramorphisms highlighted in pink. 
 
Figure 3. Mechanisms of gene duplication for (A) genetically linked (i – iii) and (B) genetically unlinked (i – 
iii) NIPs.  Unequal pairing between flanking repeats (A.ii) can occur between homologs or sister chromatids, 
but likely at a lower rate.  Transposon-mediated duplication can generate genetically tightly linked (A.i) and 
unlinked (B.i) NIPs.  Unlinked NIPs could reside on separate chromosomes as depicted in (B.i) or could be at 
least 50 cM apart on the same chromosome.  Genetically unlinked NIPs (B) are shown on two separate 
chromosomes (I and II).  Unlinked NIPs can result from duplications of entire chromosomes (B.ii) or large 
segments of chromosomes that subsequently diverge (i.e., chromosomal rearrangements and gene loss or gain).  
Unlinked NIPs might also be generated by chromosomal rearrangements between duplicates that were 
originally genetically linked.  Both linked and unlinked gene duplications might also occur by currently 
uncharacterized mechanisms.  Boxes, thick black lines and black circles represent genes, non-genic repeats and 
centromeres, respectively.   
   
Figure 4. A proposed mechanism for the evolution of gene duplications and the generation of NIPs and TIPs.  
Genetically linked (A) and unlinked (B) duplication events generate TIPs that can diverge over time to produce 
NIPs.  NIPs can be homogenized back into TIPs via non-allelic gene conversion or can further diverge.  More 
diverged paralogs might also be homogeneized into TIPs, but likely at a lower rate (dashed line).  Shaded boxes 
represent genes and vertical lines within the boxes represent paramorphisms.   
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SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 
 
Table 1. All (N=84) validated MAGI NIPs and the gene evidence that supports them. 
 
Expression Evidence MAGI 
ID 
Size of CP-
competent 
region (bp) 
% Identity in 
CP-competent 
region  
No. 
PMs 
Genomic 
Organizationa EST b FGENESHc BLASTX Annotationd
209 2762 99.7% 2 ND Y N  
283 3640 ~100% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q6Z7K8 Hypothetical 
protein OJ1448_G06.14 related  
834 1652 99.3% 10 ND N Y  
946 2358 99.8% 4 ND Y N UniRef90_Q9FJ83 Similarity to 
nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 
trans-acting factor related cluster 
2828 5317 99.9% 1 ND Y Y  
8697 2493 99.7% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q84ZL7 Putative 
pectinesterase related cluster 
8749 2256 99.8% 5 Le N Y  
0850 3085 99.9% 2 ND Y N  
1152 1804 99.6% 4 ND N Y UniRef90_Q6Z4U1 Putative male 
fertility protein related cluster 
1203 3450 99.1% 1 Lf N Y UniRef90_Q8LQG2 Selenium-
binding protein-like related cluster 
2466 2350 99.8% 4 ND N Y UniRef90_Q5Z4D7 Putative 
nucleoid DNA-binding protein 
cnd41 related cluster 
4076 2345 99.9% 2 ND Y Y  
29300 3884 ~100% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q5WA78 Putative early 
nodule-specific-like protein 
ENOD8 related cluster 
0944 2341 99.8% 1 ND Y N  
1703 2422 99.9% 1 U N Y  
3361 3011 99.9% 2 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q5U1M3 Class III 
peroxidase 70 precursor related 
cluster 
3954 1611 99.4% 3 ND Y N  
6788 2291 99.9% 2 Lg N Y  
8835 3234 ~100% 1 ND Y N  
8924 4660 ~100% 1 LL N Y UniRef90_Q8L3Y5 Receptor-like 
kinase RHG1 related cluster 
8933 1436 99.9% 1 LL N N UniRef90_Q8L3Y5 Receptor-like 
kinase RHG1 related cluster 
 
aNIPs were deemed to be linked (L) if the B73 product segregation within the IBM RIs was 1:1, unlinked (U) if 
the segregation ratio was 3:1, and loosely linked (LL) for all ratios in-between.  NIPs with no difference 
between inbreds are listed as (ND) 
bThese NIPs contain an EST spliced alignment as detected using GeneSeqer against our MEC EST assembly 
(http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu) 
cThese NIPs contain an FGENESH prediction using default monocot parameters 
dThese NIPs have a BLASTX match to a protein in UniRef (E-val = 1e-10) 
eMaps onto Chr 1 between umc1917 and isu041b 
fMaps onto Chr 8 between IDP771 and IDP1436 
gMaps onto Chr 6 between IDP1988 and IDP184 
hMaps onto Chr 9 between IDP756 and phi032 
iMaps onto Chr 10 between umc1648 and umc2003 
jMaps onto Chr 1 between IDP707 and IDP512 
kMaps to Chr 10 between IDP439 and umc1239 
l These NIPs might be mapable using TGCE, a more sensitive non-gel based approach (HSIA et al. 2005): 40629 
(Chr 6 between IDP1654 and IDP2452), 78780 (Chr 1 between IDP1972 and umc2237), 89987 (Chr 4 between 
ufg52 and csu221), 95980 (Chr 3 between umc2020 and IDP401) and 112636 (Chr 4 between umc1842 and 
IDP401). 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 
Expression Evidence MAGI 
ID 
Size of CP-
competent 
region (bp) 
% Identity in 
CP-competent 
region  
No. 
PM
s 
Genomic 
Organizationa EST b FGENESHc BLASTX Annotationd 
40629 4253 99.9% 3 NDl N Y UniRef90_Q8LJZ7 Putative glucosyl 
transferase related cluster 
2677 2204 99.9% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q9FPK6 Aldehyde 
dehydrogenase related cluster 
3016 1654 99.9% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_O81694 19S proteosome 
subunit 9 related 
5574 2411 ~100% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q9FGW5 Protein kinase 
related cluster 
7136 1262 99.9% 1 ND N N UniRef90_Q8L5H0 Sucrose synthase 3 
related cluster 
3399 3175 99.9% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q6K8M2 Hypothetical 
protein OJ1654_A02.12 related 
3502 4024 ~100% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q6Z305 Putative S-receptor 
kinase related cluster 
3926 5674 99.9% 2 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q94HA5 Putative 
cytochrome P450 related cluster 
4635 1425 99.9% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q654Y7 Putative fertility 
restorer related cluster 
5749 1875 ~100% 1 Lh Y N  
7375 1928 ~100% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q94LK6 Putative CCR4-
associated factor 1 related cluster 
8637 1376 99.9% 1 ND Y N UniRef90_Q6K8I5 Putative membrane 
related protein related  
8672 1403 99.8% 3 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q852E4 Putative aspartate 
kinase related cluster 
9559 2282 99.7% 4 Li Y N UniRef90_Q6YSD5 Helicase-like 
protein related cluster 
0941 1943 99.6% 4 U Y Y  
0943 980 99.1% 1 ND Y N  
3972 2737 ~100% 1 ND N Y  
5202 3699 99.9% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q8LHX9 Hypothetical 
protein P0022B05.123 related 
6261 1765 99.8% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q6Z4U1 Putative male 
fertility protein related cluster 
7751 3556 99.5% 3 ND N Y UniRef90_Q8LMB0 Putative S-
receptor kinase related cluster 
4215 3006 ~100% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q7XHS0 Putative 
glucosyltransferase-2 related 
4545 1655 99.9% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q43271 H(+) transporting 
ATPase related 
8049 2196 98.9% 5 ND Y N  
8780 3123 99.8% 4 NDl N Y UniRef90_Q73QJ9 Glutamine 
amidotransferase class-I domain protein 
79433 3383 99.9% 2 ND Y Y  
0184 2573 ~100% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q7XIS2 Receptor-like 
kinase-like related cluster 
0726 2721 ~100% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q7Y1P1 Putative receptor-
like kinase related 
2851 2337 99.9% 2 U Y N  
2855 2497 99.8% 4 ND Y N  
6537 1070 99.4% 2 ND N Y  
6539 1214 99.4% 2 ND Y N  
6866 2354 99.3% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q6YY78 Putative 
acyltransferase related cluster 
7723 3124 99.9% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q7Y1I7 Putative DNA 
(Cytosine-5-)-methyltransferase related 
8178 1297 99.1% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q9XGC8 Iron sulfur subunit 
of succinate dehydrogenase 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
 
Expression Evidence MAGI 
ID 
Size of 
CP-
compete
nt region 
(bp) 
% Identity in 
CP-competent 
region  
No. 
PMs 
Genomic 
Organizationa EST b FGENESHc BLASTX Annotationd 
9568 2052 99.6% 1 NDl Y N  
9987 1144 99.9% 1 NDl N Y  
0636 2124 99.1% 2 ND N Y  
0668 4010 99.1% 7 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q69P59 Hypothetical 
protein OJ1740_D06.20 related 
cluster 
5980 2550 ~100% 1 NDl N Y UniRef90_Q8LIG2 AKIN beta1-like 
protein related cluster 
7783 2639 99.9% 2 ND Y N  
7955 3792 99.7% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_P16081 Nitrate reductase 
[NADH] 1 related cluster 
7986 1491 99.1% 2 Lj N Y  
8577 6541 ~100% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q6Z2H6 33 kDa secretory 
protein-like related cluster 
8934 1999 99.1% 5 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q6ZD80 Putative P450 
related cluster 
9217 1692 99.7% 5 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q8LQ58 Zinc finger 
(C3HC4-type RING finger)-like 
protein 
9713 4593 ~100% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q5W239 Ser/Thr receptor-
like kinase precursor related 
00946 1793 99.8% 3 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q5JNJ1 Putative trehalose-
6-phosphate synthase/phosphatase 
01314 5206 99.9% 1 ND Y Y UniRef90_Q8S0R1 Hypothetical 
protein P0408G07.21 related cluster 
01406 2118 ~100% 1 Lk N Y UniRef90_Q6JD69 Terpene synthase 
5 related cluster 
02091 1538 99.9% 1 U Y N  
03909 2099 99.8% 1 ND N Y UniRef90_Q5Z677 Hypothetical 
protein P0532H03.17 related cluster 
05145 1613 99.9% 1 U N Y UniRef90_UPI00004BCA54 Cluster 
related to UPI00004BCA54 
07123 2568 99.5% 1 ND Y N  
07349 1849 99.8% 4 ND Y Y  
09152 1581 99.9% 1 ND Y N  
11156 3777 99.9% 1 ND N Y  
12266 3564 99.9% 1 NDi N Y UniRef90_Q6UQ02 Bacterial blight 
resistance protein related cluster 
12452 1985 99.9% 1 ND N Y  
12636 1701 99.8% 4 ND Y Y  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Histogram displaying the number of candidate paramorphisms (CPs) per validated NIP, in which at 
least one CP was validated as being a paramorphism (PM). 
 
Figure 2. Histogram displaying the size distribution of 113 CP-competent intervals within 84 validated NIPs. 
Some of NIPs contain more than one CP-competent interval. 
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Emrich et al., Supp Fig.1 
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CHAPTER 3. GENE DISCOVERY AND ANNOTATION USING LCM-454 TRANSCRIPTOME 
SEQUENCING 
 
A paper published in Genome Research1  
 
Scott J. Emrich2, W. Brad Barbazuk2, Li Li and Patrick S. Schnable3 
 
ABSTRACT 
454 DNA sequencing technology achieves significant throughput relative to traditional approaches. More than 
261,000 ESTs were generated by 454 Life Sciences from cDNA isolated using laser capture microdissection 
(LCM) from the developmentally important shoot apical meristem (SAM) of maize (Zea mays L.). This single 
sequencing run annotated >25,000 maize genomic sequences and also captured <400 expressed transcripts for 
which homologous sequences have not yet been identified in other species. Approximately 70% of the ESTs 
generated in this study had not been captured during a previous EST project conducted using a cDNA library 
constructed from hand-dissected apex tissue that is highly enriched for SAMs. In addition, at least 30% of the 
454-ESTs do not align to any of the <648,000 extant maize ESTs using conservative alignment criteria. These 
results indicate that the combination of LCM and the deep sequencing possible with 454 technology enriches 
for SAM transcripts not present in current EST collections. RT-PCR was used to validate the expression of 27 
genes whose expression had been detected in the SAM via LCM-454 technology, but that lacked orthologs in 
GenBank. Significantly, transcripts from <74% (20/27) of these validated SAM-expressed “orphans” were not 
detected in meristem-rich immature ears. We conclude that the coupling of LCM and 454 sequencing 
technologies facilitates the discovery of rare, possibly cell-type-specific transcripts. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Although genome sequencing technology has become progressively more efficient over the past decade, the 
sequencing of complex genomes remains expensive. Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) sequencing provides an 
attractive alternative to whole-genome sequencing because this technique produces sequences of the transcribed 
portions of genes at a fraction of the cost of sequencing complete chromosomes. Even so, because genes are 
differentially expressed, multiple tissues must be sampled, and, when using traditional (Sanger) methods, these 
EST projects require substantial investments in library construction and sequencing, particularly if the goal is to 
capture rare transcripts. 
                                                 
1Reprinted with permission of Genome Research, 2007, 17(1), 69-73. 
2Authors contributed equally to the work. 
3Author for correspondence 
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Recently, 454 Life Sciences developed a scalable, highly parallel DNA sequencing system that is 100 times 
faster than standard sequencing methods and is capable of sequencing >200,000 fragments per 4-h run 
(Margulies et al. 2005). This increase in throughput comes at the expense of read length. On average, 454 
sequence reads are only <100 bp in length, and in addition, this technology does not capture read-pair 
information (Margulies et al. 2005). Hence, the assembly of 454 sequences from samples that contain large 
amounts of repetitive DNA such as eukaryotic genomes may prove problematic for conventional fragment 
assembly programs. 
 
In contrast, the read-length limitation associated with 454 technology is less of a concern for transcriptome 
sequencing and analysis. This is because transcriptomes are smaller than the genomes from which they are 
derived and typically contain less repetitive DNA. Using laser-capture microdissection (LCM) (for review, see 
Schnable et al. 2004) to isolate transcripts that accumulate in specific cell types has the potential to further 
reduce the size of a target transcriptome. Because 454 technology avoids expensive cloning-based library 
construction, it is feasible to sequence a wide variety of LCM-derived cDNA samples, thereby increasing the 
recovery of highly specialized transcripts. Moreover, 454 technology combined with LCM is particularly well 
suited for EST-based gene discovery because it generates hundreds of thousands of tags per run, greatly 
increasing the chances of capturing rare transcripts. 
 
Here, we report the sequencing of cDNA extracted from developmentally important Shoot Apical Meristem 
(SAM) cells (Baurle and Laux 2003; Guyomarc'h et al. 2005) using the LCM-454 approach. A single 454 
sequencing run was able to annotate >25,000 maize genomic sequences and capture transcripts from nearly 400 
“orphan genes” (Fu et al. 2005). Interestingly, experimental validation suggests that not only are “orphan” 
transcripts discovered using the LCM-454 approach, but most of these genes are undetectable in cDNA samples 
from other tissues including meristem-rich immature ears. LCM-454 sequencing is, therefore, an efficient gene-
discovery platform when applied to highly specialized organs such as the SAM. 
 
METHODS 
Isolation of SAM mRNA 
Maize (Zea mays inbred line B73) SAM tissue, which included Plastochron0 (P0) and P1, was extracted from 
~10 14-day-old seedlings.  This was achieved with modifications to the paraffin-embedding technique described 
by Kerk et al. (2003) and the Laser Capture Microdissection (LCM) technique described by Nakazono et al. 
(2003).  Full details are described elsewhere (K. Ohtsu, M. Smith, S.J. Emrich, L.A. Borsuk, R.L. Zhou, T. 
Chen, X.L. Zhang, M.C.P. Timmermans, J. Beck, and B. Buckner, in prep.).  A highly repeatable T7 RNA 
polymerase-based RNA amplification was performed as described by Nakazono et al. (2003) with some 
modifications to generate sufficient SAM cDNA for sequencing.  Because a polyT primer was used for 
amplification, the resulting cDNA was enriched for the 3’ ends of transcripts. 
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454 EST sequencing and processing 
Approximately 15 µg of LCM-derived cDNA was submitted to 454 Life Sciences, who ensured sample quality 
by checking the SAM cDNA on a 2% agarose gel and an Agilent bioanalyzer. The cDNA sample was then 
fractionated into smaller pieces (300–500 bp) that were subsequently polished (blunted). Short adaptors were 
then ligated on to each resulting fragment, which provide priming sequences for both amplification and 
sequencing, forming the basis of the single-stranded template library. Finally, one sequencing run was 
performed using the method of Margulies et al. (2005) and resulted in 288,992 EST sequences. 454 Life 
Sciences helped submit these sequences to the NCBI trace archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/, accession 
nos. DW724699–DW985434), where they are available for independent analysis. These sequences were 
subsequently trimmed using Lucy (Chou and Holmes 2001) under default settings with the exception that 
sequences as short as 50 bp were not discarded; this returned 260,887 high-quality sequences, which we have 
submitted to dbEST and used for annotation. In addition, poly(A/T) tails were removed from raw 454 sequences 
with SeqClean (http://www.tigr.org/tgi/software) using default settings to ascertain the novelty of these 
sequences using longer, albeit lower quality, reads. In addition, contaminating sequences (150 sequences; 
0.05% of total) were removed by SeqClean based on similarity to the Escherichia coli K12 (GenBank accession 
no. U00096) and Lactococcus lactis (GenBank accession no. AE005176) genomes and GenBank’s Univec 
database. 
 
Comparisons of 454 ESTs to public sequence databases 
Maize ESTs (N = 656,696) were downloaded from GenBank in December 2005 and processed using SeqClean 
as described above. After eliminating 9011 contaminating or low-quality sequences, 29,615 maize ESTs 
(MESTs) sequenced by us from diverse cDNA libraries were extracted based on the presence of a poly(T) 
prefix of at least 10 bp; these were used to assess 3′-enrichment and putative sampling biases. For annotation 
purposes, another subset of 31,036 ESTs sequenced by us from a cDNA library generated by M. Scanlon’s 
group (University of Georgia) from mRNA isolated from vegetative apices was extracted (K. Ohtsu, M. Smith, 
S.J. Emrich, L.A. Borsuk, R.L. Zhou, T. Chen, X.L. Zhang, M.C.P. Timmermans, J. Beck, and B. Buckner, in 
prep.). The Apex ESTs were assembled using CAP3 (Huang and Madan 1999) to generate unigenes using the 
following parameters: -p 98 -o 100 -y 20 -h 5. 
 
The 454 SAM ESTs with poly(A/T) tails removed were compared to the 647,685 high-quality, unassembled 
maize ESTs, the maize Apex unigenes, ISU MAGIs version 3.1 (including singletons), maize chloroplast 
(GenBank accession no. X86563) and mitochondrial genome sequences (GenBank accession no. AY506529), 
and the ISU Cereal Repeat Database (http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu) using BLAST. Nucleotide 
alignments with either an E-value <= 1e-8 or >70% identity over 50% of the EST length were deemed to have 
been previously discovered, providing a highly conservative estimate of novel gene discovery. The following 
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TIGR Plant Gene Indices (http://www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi) downloaded in December 2005 were similarly searched 
for matches: HVGI release 9 (barley), OGI release 16 (rice), SBGI release 8 (sorghum), SOGI release 2 (sugar 
cane), and TAGI release 10 (wheat). Candidates were also compared to the Arabidopsis genome 
(ATH1.1con.01222004; http://www.arabidopsis.org), finished rice chromosome sequences (GenBank 
AP008207–AP008218), and the TIGR dicot gene indices used by Fu et al. (2005) to locate homologous 
sequences among plant ESTs. 
 
Evidence of expression of SAM genes was determined by locating reciprocal best hits between predicted maize 
genes (Fu et al. 2005) and Lucy-trimmed 454-ESTs requiring a minimum E-value of 1e-20. Potential homologs 
were located among the monocot gene indices described above, and repeats were located against the MAGI 
Cereal Repeat Database v 3.1; both analyses used the novelty criteria previously described (Fu et al. 2005). 
Similarly, all putative orphan genes were compared to the GenBank nr database (BLASTN and BLASTX) and 
to the est_others database (BLASTN) on January 8, 2006 using netBLAST (blastcl3). 
 
Annotation using 454 EST sequences 
All 114,173 contigs from the partial maize inbred line B73 genome assembly MAGI 3.1 (Fu et al. 2005) were 
aligned to Lucy-trimmed 454 SAM ESTs using GeneSeqer and its maize-specific splice models (Usuka et al. 
2000). Only alignments consisting of at least one exon of at least 50 bp in length and with identity ≥95% over at 
least 80% of the length of the 454-EST were used as evidence of expression. ESTs with >50 bp of repetitive 
sequence, as determined by a previously described masking procedure (Emrich et al. 2004), were ignored when 
the number of expressed MAGIs was calculated.   
 
Validation of expression of orphan genes 
RT-PCR and sequencing was conducted as described by Fu et al. (2005) on three pools of cDNA generated as 
described by Fu et al., (2005). The first pool was derived from amplified RNA isolated from SAMs via LCM as 
described above. The second pool was a complex mixture generated from multiple tissues harvested from B73 
maize plants 79 d after planting in Ames, Iowa during the summer of 2005. The third pool was generated from 
immature, unpollinated top ears harvested from the inbred B73 59 d after planting (ears measured 1.25–2.5 cm 
in length). Based on RT-PCR results obtained using a pair of tub6 primers that flank a 100-bp intron, these 
cDNA samples are free of detectable genomic DNA contamination. 
 
Estimating the rate of sequencing errors in 454 ESTs 
To estimate the rate of sequencing error in the ESTs generated by 454 Life Sciences, we aligned all ESTs to a 
collection of FGENESH-predicted maize cDNAs (Fu et al. 2005) using BLASTN and only used the best hit 
with an E-value < 1e-10.   For all comparisons, at least 90% of the length of a 454 read had to match its 
corresponding benchmark to be considered a valid alignment.  Although any disagreement is not conclusive 
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proof of an error, we have shown that the MAGI-based maize cDNAs are of high enough quality (Fu et al. 
2005) that these disagreements are likely errors in the 454 sequences. 
 
Estimating the 3’-enrichment of 454-ESTs 
A set of 8852 MAGIs was selected based on their alignment to 29,615 3’ maize ESTs with discernable 
poly(A/T) tails (Fu et al. 2005). Only the 5575 of these MAGIs that had an experimentally determined poly(A) 
site within 50 bp of the predicted termination of transcription were tested for alignment to the LCM-454 ESTs. 
A total of 32,075 LCM-454 ESTs aligned to these predicted genes. The LCM-454 ESTs were also directly 
aligned to the 29,615 3′-ESTs. A total of 36,258 LCM-454 ESTs aligned to the 3′-ESTs. 
 
RESULTS 
Gene discovery and annotation using 454 sequencing 
As of December 2005, >650,000 maize EST sequences obtained from diverse tissues and genotypes had been 
deposited in GenBank, including sequences derived from libraries prepared from specialized structures such as 
the vegetative shoot apex. The apex contains both newly formed leaves and SAM cells that initiate all above-
ground tissue in plants. The developmentally important SAM cells, however, comprise only a very small 
portion of the apex. Consequently, it is difficult to capture rare SAM-specific transcripts by sequencing ESTs 
from an apex library. 
 
One means to obtain rare transcripts from specific cell types (e.g., those that comprise the SAM) is to extract 
and clone mRNA from individual cell types using LCM (Asano et al. 2002). This approach, however, requires a 
significant investment in cDNA sequencing including library construction. As a potential alternative, we 
attempted to discover rare transcripts by directly sequencing cDNA using the high-throughput 454 sequencing 
platform. Maize cDNA was extracted from multiple SAMs using LCM as described by Nakazono et al. (2003), 
amplified (Methods), and sequenced by 454 Life Sciences. After removing poly(A/T) tails from these reads 
(Methods), the <261,000 resulting SAM ESTs had an average length of 101 bp. 
 
The 454-ESTs were BLASTN-aligned to a variety of maize sequence databases (Table 1). In total, >93% of the 
454 SAM EST sequences matched maize ESTs, GSSs, repeats, or organelle genomes. We and colleagues had 
previously generated <31,000 ESTs from a cDNA library prepared from hand-dissected maize apices 
(Methods). The 454-ESTs were aligned to the <18,560 unigene transcripts assembled from these Apex ESTs 
(Methods). More than 70% of the SAM 454-ESTs did not align to the Apex ESTs from this SAM-enriched 
library. GenBank contains >600,000 additional maize ESTs (Methods). More than 30% of the 454-ESTs did not 
align to this extensive collection of ESTs. These results indicate that this 454 sequencing run captured ESTs 
from many maize genes without previous evidence of expression. 
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We previously assembled <880,000 “gene-enriched” B73 genomic sequences into Maize Assembled Genomic 
Islands (MAGIs) (http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu). Previous alignments between the 114,173 MAGIs and 
a unigene set composed of the <419,000 maize ESTs available in GenBank prior to February 2004 provided 
evidence that <20,900 MAGIs contain at least portions of expressed genes (Fu et al. 2005). Similar alignments 
of the 454 SAM ESTs provide evidence that <25,800 MAGIs contain at least portions of expressed genes. 
Significantly, 15,521 of these <25,800 MAGIs did not have prior expression evidence from the alignments to 
the <419,000 maize ESTs, which included the Apex ESTs. These results suggest that the representation of rare 
and/or SAM-specific transcripts has been enriched by the deep sequencing of cDNA isolated from SAM tissue. 
Hence, we conclude that LCM-454 sequencing is an efficient approach for the large-scale validation of gene 
expression. 
 
We previously reported (Fu et al. 2005) that <5% of expressed maize genes are “orphans” relative to known 
sequence databases including GenBank and dbEST. Consistent with this previous observation, we estimate that 
relative to current plant databases (Methods), <15,400 (6%) of the 454 SAM ESTs were transcribed from 
orphan genes. Because ESTs are differentially expressed and full-length cDNAs are not available, it is difficult 
to determine exactly how many unique SAM-expressed genes are orphans. It is possible, however, to estimate 
the overall frequency of orphans by confirming the expression of a sample of genes. A total of 9944 of the 
predicted maize genes described by Fu et al. (2005) were deemed, based on 454-ESTs data, to be expressed in 
the SAM (Methods). Of these, 914 (9%) do not have homologous sequences in monocot EST databases 
(Methods). Of these, 390 genes do not have matches to non-EST databases, including repeat databases 
(Methods). Hence, a single 454 sequencing run provided EST-based support for the expression of >9000 SAM-
expressed genes, of which 390 are nonrepetitive orphans.  
 
Validation of orphan expression  
RT-PCR was used to confirm the expression of a sample of the orphan genes detected among the 454-ESTs. A 
set of 42 MAGIs that contained orphan FGENESH-predicted genes was selected for analysis that (1) aligned to 
454-ESTs, (2) contained at least one intron, and (3) yielded primers that met our design criteria. Criteria 2 and 3 
were used to be consistent with a prior study of maize orphans (Fu et al. 2005). As in the previous study, PCR 
primers were designed based on FGENESH-predicted exonic sequences in each gene. Initially, PCR 
amplification was performed using B73 genomic DNA as a template. A total of 38 of the 42 primer pairs 
yielded genomic PCR products of the expected sizes. To obtain an independent test of whether these orphan 
genes are indeed expressed, the 38 primer pairs were then used to conduct PCR experiments on three pools of 
cDNA derived from (1) SAMs, (2) meristem-rich immature ears, and (3) multiple tissues (Methods). If a single 
RT-PCR band was obtained, it was sequenced. Of the 38 primer pairs, 27 produced RT-PCR products that were 
of the correct size and whose sequence matched the MAGIs from which the primers were designed. All 27 of 
these orphans were expressed in the SAM (Fig. 1). Based on these results, we conclude that many of the 
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orphans detected among the 454-ESTs are, indeed, expressed. Eleven of the 27 orphans were expressed in at 
least one of the other two cDNA pools. Interestingly, 20/27 (74%) of the RT-positive orphan transcripts that 
were detected in the SAM were not detected in the meristem-rich immature ears. This could be because of the 
substantial enrichment of meristems in the SAM sample and/or the existence of genes that are expressed in the 
SAM but not in the reproductive meristems present on the immature ears. In either case, this result provides 
further evidence for the value of coupling LCM and 454 sequencing for gene discovery. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Reductions in reagent volumes of Sanger sequencing reactions have substantially reduced costs without 
affecting read lengths or sequence accuracy (Smailus et al. 2005). Because of diminishing returns, replacement 
technologies are required to achieve additional cost savings and make possible grand challenges such as the 
“$1000 genome” and the complete characterization of all expressed genes of an organism and their respective 
splice forms. Recently, 454 Life Sciences released a proprietary sequencing technology that quickly provides 
vast amounts of sequence data without the need to clone DNA prior to sequencing, further reducing the total 
effort required for large-scale sequencing projects. The reads obtained with 454 technology are, however, much 
shorter than traditional Sanger reads and are subject to a higher rate of base-calling errors, particularly in 
association with homopolymer runs. 
 
This study provides experimental data that demonstrate the value of using 454 technology to sequence 
expressed sequences present in specific cell types isolated using laser capture microdissection (LCM). Because 
of its reduced size relative to the entire genome, an LCM-derived transcriptome can be more efficiently 
sampled, and therefore covered, by 454 sequencing. In addition, reducing the complexity of the transcriptome 
prior to sequencing by restricting cDNA recovery to specific tissues of interest was expected to increase the 
recovery of rare, tissue-specific transcripts. Approximately 261,000 454-ESTs were generated from LCM-
collected SAM tissue. Only 70% of the 454 SAM ESTs align to ~648,000 maize ESTs. All potentially novel 
LCM-454 ESTs were aligned to the complete set of MAGIs. This corrected for LCM-454 ESTs derived from 
the same gene, but that did not overlap. These analyses validated the expression of >15,000 MAGIs that did not 
have prior evidence of expression. 
 
As alluded to above, if a given gene is sampled by multiple nonoverlapping ESTs, the number of unique 
transcripts will be overestimated. Some traditional EST projects address this problem by sequencing the 3′-ends 
of cDNAs. It is not possible to specifically sequence the 3′-ends of cDNAs using 454 sequencing technology. 
Even so, our LCM-454 EST project greatly enriched for 3′-sequences and thereby minimized the overestimation 
of the number of unique transcripts in the SAM. 
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The 3′ enrichment achieved via LCM-454 sequencing is a consequence of the procedure used to amplify RNA 
from LCM-collected tissue (Methods), which results in relatively short cDNA fragments (~200–600 bp), all of 
which included the 3′-terminus of the corresponding transcripts. Prior to 454 sequencing, cDNAs are sheared. 
But because the target shear size is close to the size of our amplified cDNAs, most of our cDNAs were probably 
not sheared, or if sheared were removed via size selection prior to sequencing. Hence, we expected that a large 
percentage of our cDNAs were sequenced from their 3′-termini. 
 
To test the degree to which our 454-ESTs were 3′-enriched, we identified a set of 3′-ESTs and a set of predicted 
maize genes that align to these 3′-ESTs (Methods) and then examined the distributions of LCM-454 EST 
alignments along the lengths of these genes. Using the 3′-ESTs (average length 565 bp), the beginning of the 
454-EST/3′-EST alignment is within the first 20 bp upstream of the poly(A) site in 41% of the alignments, 
within the first 100 bp in 76% of the alignments, and within the first 300 bp in >95% of the alignments. Results 
for the substantially longer FGENESH-predicted genes (average length of 1039 bp) that aligned to LCM-454 
ESTs were similar; the beginning of the 454-EST/MAGI alignment was within the first 20 bp upstream of the 
poly(A) site in 40% of the alignments, within the first 100 bp in 66% of the alignments, and within the first 300 
bp in 90% of the alignments. This substantial 3′-enrichment provides confidence that the number of novel 
transcripts detected in this study is not substantially overestimated. 
 
Current estimates suggest that up to 5% of expressed maize genes are “orphans” (Fu et al. 2005), that is, they 
match no genes isolated to date from any species. Previously, the expression of hypothetical orphan genes has 
been detected via large-scale efforts to specifically amplify associated transcripts from cDNA preparations (Fu 
et al. 2005; Xiao et al. 2005). In contrast, a single run of SAM 454-ESTs was able to detect the expression of 
~400 expressed orphans; the expression of many of the tested orphans was validated via RT-PCR. 
Consequently, we conclude that the combination of LCM and 454 sequencing technologies is an efficient 
approach to discover and annotate genes. 
 
Given the ease with which hundreds of thousands of ESTs can be generated, 454 technology makes it possible 
to obtain relative expression data on thousands of genes. Several high-throughput, sequencing-based 
quantitative expression analysis techniques are already available, most notably SAGE (Velculescu et al. 1995) 
and MPSS (Brenner et al. 2000). Because both of these prior technologies produce short sequence signatures 
from discrete regions of transcripts, they provide a sensitive indicator of relative expression levels (Meyers et al. 
2004); however, these techniques cannot provide sequence data over substantial portions of cDNAs and are 
therefore less well suited for applications such as SNP detection. In contrast, 454 sequencing could potentially 
recover virtually the entire template via “shotgun” sequencing of the transcriptome, and these tags are 
inherently better suited for discriminating the expression of members of highly conserved gene families because 
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they are longer in length. Even so, under some circumstances it may be desirable to sequence SAGE libraries 
with 454 technology to leverage the advantages of both approaches to analyze expression digitally. 
 
Following LCM, and prior to sequencing, we amplified RNA using a poly(T) primer. This procedure yielded 
fragments that are 3′-enriched relative to the entire transcriptome. The advantages of this 3′-enrichment are that 
it provides a better estimate of the numbers of unique transcripts within a particular transcriptome and greater 
depth of coverage is achieved in the 3′-ends of transcripts. The resulting data are well suited for gene discovery 
and in silico Northerns because transcripts are sampled at rates independent of their lengths. On the other hand, 
to obtain the sequence of a complete transcriptome, it would be desirable to avoid this 3′-enrichment by using 
random primers, rather than a poly(T) primer, to amplify the RNA following LCM. Our coverage modeling 
(data not shown) suggests that the ends of cDNAs will not be efficiently captured via 454 technology. Even so, 
454 sequencing technology can efficiently capture the bulk of a transcriptome for use in applications such as 
gene discovery, annotation, and the discovery of polymorphisms. This is particularly true if transcriptome size 
is controlled by analyzing appropriate cell types, organs, or tissues via LCM.  
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Table 1.  Genic sequences captured by a single 454 run compared to other gene-enriched sequencing 
approaches 
 
Source database No of matching 454 ESTs No of novel 454 ESTs 
UGA-ISU Apex unigenes 
(N= 18,558) 
73,145 187,591 
(719%) 
GenBank maize ESTs 
(N= 647,685) 
179,912 80,824 
(310%) 
ESTs + ISU MAGI 31 (GSS) 
(N= 862,158) 
239,113 21,623 
(83%) 
ESTs + ISU MAGI 31 + 
Organelle genomes + repeats 
(N= 877,431) 
244,328 16,408 
(63%) 
ESTs + ISU MAGI 31 + Organelle + Monocot 
ESTs 
(N= 1,282,226) 
245,339 15,397 
(59%) 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1.  Experimental validation of the expression of orphan genes  
(A) Test for genomic DNA contamination of cDNA   
Primers that flank a 100 bp intron in the maize beta-tublin6 gene were used to amplify genomic DNA (Lane 3), 
SAM cDNA (Lane 2), immature ear cDNA (Lane 4) and the complex cDNA pool (Lane 5).   
 
(B) Examples of orphans with validated expression patterns primers designed to amplify MAGI_80343  (Lanes 
2-4), MAGI_60450 (Lanes 5-7), MAGI_75030 (Lanes 8-10), and MAGI_30050 (Lanes 11 -13) were used to 
amplify SAM cDNA (Lanes 2, 5, 8, 11), immature ear cDNA (Lanes 3, 6, 8, 12) and the pooled cDNA sample 
(Lanes 4, 7, 9, 13).   
 
(C) Summary of RT-PCR results for the 27 orphan genes   
A “+” indicates an RT-PCR product of the correct size was detected.   
Lane 1 of Panels A and B contains the One KB Plus size standard (GIBCO-BRL) because primer dimers 
present in some lanes were cropped in both panels, the smallest size standard band shown is 200 bp. 
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A:  
 
B:  
 
C: 
cDNA RT-PCR results 
SAM         + + + + 
Immature ear         + + - - 
Complex pool         + - + - 
Number orphans         5 2 4 16 
 
Figure 1. Emrich et al. 
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CHAPTER 4. SNP DISCOVERY VIA 454 TRANSCRIPTOME SEQUENCING 
 
A paper published in The Plant Journal1
 
W Brad Barbazuk, 2 Scott J Emrich, 2 Hsin D Chen, Li Li, and Patrick S Schnable3 
 
ABSTRACT 
A massively parallel pyro-sequencing technology commercialized by 454 Life Sciences Corporation was used 
to sequence the transcriptomes of shoot apical meristems isolated from two inbred lines of maize using laser 
capture microdissection (LCM). A computational pipeline that uses the POLYBAYES polymorphism detection 
system was adapted for 454 ESTs and used to detect SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) between the two 
inbred lines. Putative SNPs were computationally identified using 260,000 and 280,000 454 ESTs from the B73 
and Mo17 inbred lines, respectively. Over 36,000 putative SNPs were detected within 9,980 unique B73 
genomic anchor sequences (MAGIs). Stringent post-processing reduced this number to > 7,000 putative SNPs. 
Over 85% (94/110) of a sample of these putative SNPs were successfully validated by Sanger sequencing. 
Based on this validation rate, this pilot experiment conservatively identified > 4,900 valid SNPs within > 2,400 
maize genes. These results demonstrate that 454-based transcriptome sequencing is an excellent method for the 
high-throughput acquisition of gene-associated SNPs. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) are single base differences between haplotypes. Once discovered, 
SNPs can be converted into genetic markers that can be inexpensively assayed in a high-throughput manner 
(Gut, 2001; Kwok, 2001). Due to their abundance, it is possible to use SNP-based markers to generate very 
dense genetic maps (Rafalski, 2002). Such maps can be used to conduct marker-assisted selection (MAS) 
programs, construct the specific genotypes required for quantitative genetic studies, and to enhance our 
understanding of genome organization and function and address fundamental questions relating to evolution and 
meiotic recombination. SNPs can also be used for genome-wide linkage disequilibrium and association studies 
that assign genes to specific functions or traits. Furthermore, transcript-associated SNPs can be used to develop 
allele-specific assays for the examination of cis-regulatory variation within a species (Bray et al., 2003; Cowles 
et al., 2002; Guo et al., 2003; Pastinen et al., 2004; Stupar and Springer, 2006). 
 
                                                 
1Reprinted with permission of The Plant Journal, 2007, 51(5), 910-918. 
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Although SNPs can be identified by sequencing candidate genes from a set of individuals that represent 
diversity in the species of interest, this is neither high-throughput nor inexpensive. Alternative approaches used 
during construction of the human SNP map included identifying sequence polymorphisms within overlapping 
BAC clones derived from different individuals and shotgun sequencing of genomic fragments (Sachidanandam 
et al., 2001). However, this approach is not always possible because many genome sequencing projects use 
DNA extracted from highly similar or inbred individuals. Instead, SNP-based markers are typically mined from 
whole-genome sequences or expressed sequence tags (ESTs) obtained from genetically diverse individuals. For 
example, SNPs have been identified by comparing genomic sequences from two or more genetically distinct 
inbred lines of mouse (Wiltshire et al., 2003), the indica and japonica sub-species of rice (Feltus et al., 2004), 
the Columbia and Landsberg ecotypes of Arabidopsis (Jander et al., 2002), and different lines of maize 
(Yamasaki et al., 2005). EST collections from genetically dissimilar individuals have similarly been mined for 
SNPs in humans (Marth et al., 1999), pine (Dantec et al., 2004), barley (Kota et al., 2001, 2003), cassava 
(Lopez et al., 2005) and maize (Batley et al., 2003). 
 
The latest maize genetic map (IBM_IDP_bd map, ver4) contains over 3,000 gene-based PCR markers 
distributed across the 2.5 Gbp genome (Fu et al., 2006). Even so, this map is not dense enough to support high-
resolution mapping applications and association genetics, particularly given the decay of linkage disequilibrium 
outside of maize genes (Ching et al., 2002; Tenaillon et al., 2001). Additionally, because the maize inbred B73 
line is being hierarchically sequenced, a higher density genetic map would be invaluable for anchoring each 
sequenced BAC contig to its proper place in the genome. Increasing the marker density of this crop therefore 
has applications in accurately assembling this highly complex genome and ultimately in improving agricultural 
traits. 
 
Maize is genetically very diverse; SNP and indel polymorphism frequencies between inbred lines and landraces 
average one variation per 124 or 28 bases for coding regions (Ching et al., 2002) or all associated regions 
(Tenaillon et al., 2001), respectively. We were particularly interested in identifying SNPs between B73 and the 
inbred line Mo17. These two inbred lines represent two of the major heterotic groups, and historically are the 
parental lines of much of the commercial corn grown in the USA. These inbred lines are also the parents of the 
IBM RILs (recombinant inbred lines) that were used to develop the maize genetic community’s high-resolution 
genetic maps. 
 
The size and complexity of the maize genome make it unlikely that a second inbred line will be sequenced in 
the immediate future. Although there are currently over 650,000 maize EST sequences available in GenBank, 
nearly all of these were drawn from a small subset of inbred lines, principally B73, W23 and Oh43A. Hence, 
the identification of B73/Mo17 SNPs requires the development of Mo17 EST sequence resources. Although 
genome sequencing technology has become progressively more efficient, EST projects require substantial 
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investments in library construction and sequencing efforts to achieve the overall coverage required to locate 
SNPs. 
 
Recently, 454 Life Sciences (http://www.454.com) reported a highly parallel DNA sequencing system that is 
100 times faster than standard sequencing methods and is capable of providing over 20 Mbp of sequence in a 
single four-hour run (Margulies et al., 2005). Increased throughput comes at the expense of read length (100 bp 
average length) and the absence of clone pair information, making it less attractive for whole-genome 
sequencing of complex genomes. However, 454 sequencing of maize cDNAs obtained from shoot apical 
meristem (SAM) tissue isolated by laser capture microdissection (LCM; reviewed by (Schnable et al., 2004) has 
recently been shown to be an effective method for tagging tens of thousands of maize genes without cloning and 
its associated costs (Emrich et al., 2007a). Therefore, 454-based sequencing of the B73 and Mo17 SAM 
transcriptome was expected to provide a collection of diverse ESTs that could support high-throughput 
computational identification of gene-associated SNPs. Because 454 reads contain more sequence errors than do 
reads generated by traditional sequencing technology (Margulies et al., 2005), it was not, however, clear 
whether 454-based ESTs could be used for SNP discovery. 
 
Here, we describe the generation of over 280,000 Mo17 SAM ESTs using 454 sequencing technology, the 
development of an efficient computational SNP mining pipeline based on the POLYBAYES sequence 
polymorphism detection tool, and the subsequent identification of over 7000 putative Mo17/B73 SNPs within 
expressed sequences, a subset of which has been experimentally validated. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Isolation of SAM mRNA and 454 sequencing 
Maize SAM cDNA isolation, 454 sequencing and raw sequence processing were performed as previously 
described (Emrich et al., 2007a). A single GS-20 run produced 260,887 (28.8 Mbp) and 287,917 (30.7 Mbp) 
B73 and Mo17 SAM ESTs, respectively. 
 
Identification of B73 reference sequences for 454 ESTs 
Mo17 454 ESTs were initially mapped to a specific contig or singleton (217,773 total) from the MAGI 3.1 
partial genome assembly of the maize inbred line B73 (Fu et al., 2005) using best BLASTN matches (minimum 
E-value 1e-8). Although ‘best hit’ criteria were used, it is possible that some 454 ESTs align to paralogous 
genomic fragments, especially given the partial nature of the MAGI assembly. To compensate, we used 
POLYBAYES (see below), which includes an internal paralog filter and should identify and discard these 
instances. These ESTs were also aligned to MAGIs using GeneSeqer (http://deepc2.psi.iastate.edu/cgi-
bin/gs.cgi) and its maize-specific splice models (Usuka et al., 2000) for display on the MAGI website 
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(http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu). Only alignments consisting of at least 50 bp in length and with identity 
≥ 95% over at least 80% of the length of the 454 EST were used to annotate genomic sequences. 
 
Multiple sequence alignments and SNP detection of 454 sequence data 
Custom PERL scripts were written to create a pipeline to process MAGI 31 anchor sequences and their 
associated B73 and Mo17 454 EST sequences for detecting SNPs. Anchored MSAs were produced by 
CROSS_MATCH with the following parameters: -discrep_lists -tags -masklevel 5 -gap_init -1 -gap_ext -1. 
Low initiation (-gap_init) and gap extension (-gap_ext) were used to increase alignment tolerance between the 
short 454 ESTs and the unplaced MAGI 31 genomic anchors. Sequence polymorphisms were detected by 
POLYBAYES using the following parameters: -anchorBaseQualityDefault 34 -memberBaseQualityDefault 18 -
maskAmbiguousMatches -nofilterParalogs -priorParalog 0.03 -thresholdNative 0.75 -screenSnps -
considerAnchor -noconsiderTemplateConsensus -prescreenSnps -priorPoly 0.01 -thresholdSnp 0.5. Default 
anchor quality values (34) were based on a previous assessment of sequence error rates within the MAGI 3.1 
assembly (Fu et al., 2005). Default quality values of 18 were assigned to the 454 reads. This corresponds to an 
error rate of approximately 1/65, which over-compensates for the error rate observed for current 454 sequencing 
(Emrich et al., 2007a; Margulies et al., 2005). Although each base within the 454 sequence reads is given a 
quality score, these scores are only reliable when confirmed within independent sequences covering the same 
region. Because CROSS_MATCH aligns each sequence individually to the anchor during MSA construction, 
and POLYBAYES assesses base quality on an individual basis, use of a stringent default rather than the base 
quality information provided by 454 Life Sciences is expected to increase the accuracy of polymorphism 
detection. 
 
SNP parsing 
Mo17 and B73 are inbred lines, and thus should be mono-allelic at every base position Custom PERL scripts 
were written to parse the POLYBAYES output (see Results). POLYBAYES identifies indel polymorphisms 
Because indels are a common form of 454 sequencing error, only base substitutions were considered during this 
analysis MAGI 3.1 assemblies contain a low frequency of base substitutions propagated during shotgun 
sequencing of the high-Cot selected maize genomic DNA (Fu et al., 2004). High-Cot selected maize DNA 
sequences account for only a portion of the MAGI 3.1 assembly sequence, but unidentified base substitutions 
within these regions could increase the number of false polymorphisms detected. Strict parsing rules (see 
Results) ensured that potential MAGI 3.1 sequence errors were avoided when B73 454 EST sequences are 
present in the multiple alignments. In cases where B73 454 ESTs are not present in the multiple alignment, 
SNPs called within regions of the MAGI 3.1 assemblies containing high-Cot selected DNA were avoided. 
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RESULTS 
The shoot apical meristem ultimately gives rise to all above-ground tissues. Thus, it is expected that many rare 
and developmentally important transcripts are present in the SAM transcriptome. Indeed, we have demonstrated 
that 454 sequencing of maize SAM cDNA captures fragments of thousands of genes, including many that may 
be expressed only rarely or only in the SAM (Emrich et al., 2007a). 
 
Using 454 sequencing, we previously generated from the B73 inbred line a collection of 260,887 high-quality 
SAM ESTs with an average length of 101 bp (Emrich et al., 2007a). Using the same methodology, a collection 
of 454 SAM ESTs was generated from the maize inbred line Mo17 (Experimental procedures). After trimming 
polyA/T tails, the 287,917 resulting SAM ESTs from Mo17 had an average length of 100 bp, and consisted of 
30.7 Mbp in total. 
 
Assignment of Mo17 and B73 SAM ESTs to maize genomic anchor sequences 
MAGIs are maize genomic sequence assemblies (Fu et al., 2005) composed of gene-enriched B73 genomic 
survey sequences (Whitelaw et al., 2003). Because these sequences are highly accurate (1 disagreement per 10, 
000 bp; Fu et al., 2005) and comprehensive (> 75% of all maize genes are present), they provide an excellent 
collection of B73 reference sequences for SNP detection. Attempts were made to align each of the 260,887 B73 
and 287,917 Mo17 454 ESTs to the MAGI version 3.1 partial maize B73 genome assembly using a two-step 
approach. The initial pre-processing step uses BLAST to save time and improve accuracy by grouping together 
individual 454 SAM ESTs that preferentially align to a single MAGI template (Experimental procedures). This 
analysis assigned 432,431 of the 454 ESTs (207,294 B73 and 225,137 Mo17) to 48,063 MAGIs (Table 1 
). Of these MAGIs, 20,432 aligned to both B73 (n= 120,662) and Mo17 (n= 135,249) ESTs. An additional 
14,496 and 13,135 MAGIs aligned to only Mo17 (n= 89,888) or only B73 (n= 86,632) ESTs, respectively. The 
MAGI assembly sequences identified above served as templates upon which associated 454 ESTs were multiply 
aligned by CROSS_MATCH (P. Green, University of Washington, personal communication). 
 
Doing so produced 48,063 anchored multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) that covered a total of 8,897,508 
MAGI template bases with 454 ESTs. Approximately 5 Million and 5.8 Million anchor template bases were 
sampled by B73 and Mo17, respectively, while slightly fewer than 1.9 Million bases were sampled by both 
inbred lines (Table 1). The relative proportions and average sequence depths (coverage) of the 1.9 Mbp MAGI 
nucleotides sampled by B73 and Mo17 454 ESTs are presented in Table 2. Although it is theoretically possible 
to identify putative B73/Mo17 SNPs across the entire region of the MAGI 3.1 sequence space that was 
simultaneously sampled by B73 and Mo17 454 ESTs (approximately 1.9 Mbp), analysis of those regions that 
contain deeper sequencing coverage for both inbred lines is expected to yield putative SNPs that are more likely 
to be valid. We therefore defined a high-confidence set of bases on the MAGI anchor that was sampled to ≥ 
threefold by Mo17 ESTs and to ≥ twofold by B73 ESTs. With the inclusion of the MAGI 3.1 anchor sequence 
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(B73), these bases are sampled a minimum of three times for both inbred lines. This set comprises 42% (606 
180) of the simultaneously sampled sequence space (Table 2). 
 
Polymorphism detection using POLYBAYES 
Putative SNPs were identified from the MSA using the POLYBAYES polymorphism software package (Marth 
et al., 1999). POLYBAYES uses a Bayesian statistical model that considers depth of coverage, sequence quality 
and an expected polymorphism rate to determine the probability that polymorphic sites within an MSA are 
SNPs rather than disagreements resulting from either sequencing errors or the alignment of paralogous (rather 
than allelic) sequences (Marth et al., 1999). 
 
454 sequencing technology is susceptible to indel-type errors (Margulies et al., 2005), and the resulting ESTs 
exhibit an overall rate of sequencing error of approximately 1.5% (Emrich et al., 2007a). To address the issue of 
indel-type errors, we used MAGI assemblies as templates on which 454 SAM ESTS were aligned 
(Experimental procedures). Template-based MSAs such as these are often correct even in the presence of 
abundantly expressed or alternatively spliced transcripts (Marth et al., 1999), and are therefore more likely to 
overcome the technical issues associated with 454 ESTs. 
 
POLYBAYES identifies single base substitutions as well as single base insertions and deletions. However, 
because of the high number of indel errors associated with 454 technology (Margulies et al., 2005), only base 
substitutions (i.e. SNPs) were considered in the current analysis. Initially, a total of 36,006 putative SNPs (P= 
0.5) were detected within 9,980 unique MAGI anchor sequences. This number of putative SNPs is expected to 
over-estimate the diversity present in SAM-expressed genes in the two maize inbred lines. Because Mo17 and 
B73 are inbred lines, they should be mono-allelic at every base position, with relatively rare exceptions caused 
by nearly identical paralogs (NIPs) (Emrich et al., 2007b). Hence, the observation that many of the putative 
SNPs discovered initially are multi-allelic within Mo17, B73 or both, suggests that many are false positives due 
to sequencing errors. With this in mind, we purposefully set the SNP probability low (P= 0.5) and filtered the 
putative SNPs using the following rules designed to substantially decrease the rate of false positives within the 
context of this study: 
 
1. Polymorphic sites require a minimum of twofold representation in the Mo17 454 ESTs. 
2. All Mo17 base calls at sites that were polymorphic between Mo17 454 ESTs and the B73 MAGI 
anchors were expected to be identical. This ensures mono-allelism within the Mo17 454 ESTs. 
3. When B73 454 EST sequences also align across polymorphic sites that pass rules 1 and 2, all of the 
B73 454 ESTs and the MAGI 31 anchor base calls must agree. This avoids polymorphisms resulting 
from incorrect MAGI base calls or NIPs within B73.  
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4. To reduce the possibility of an erroneous base in the MAGI anchor mimicking a true SNP, regions of 
the MAGI assemblies composed of sequences from high-Cot selected clones that are not covered by 
B73 ESTs were avoided because 40% of high-Cot clones contain cloning artifacts that mimic SNPs (Fu 
et al., 2004) (see Experimental procedures). 
 
Applying these stringent rules to the raw SNP data returned 7016 putative B73/Mo17 SNPs distributed among 
3,403 MAGIs. The numbers of 454 ESTs that cover these polymorphic sites range from only two Mo17 454 
ESTs to at least three B73 and three Mo17 ESTs (Table 3). For completeness, Table 3 presents all 
polymorphism data. The total numbers of polymorphic bases sampled by only one or two Mo17 454 ESTs 
and/or B73 454 ESTs are displayed in rows 1 and 2, respectively; these were removed from further 
consideration. The numbers of putative SNPs that pass the above rules and their associated MAGIs are 
presented in rows 3–12. Rows 3 and 4 illustrate the total number of polymorphic sites sampled simultaneously 
by a minimum of three Mo17 454 ESTs, two B73 454 ESTs and the B73 MAGI 3.1 anchor. This represents the 
highest-confidence data set, with a minimum sampling depth of threefold for both inbred lines. Rows 5–12 
display putative SNPs at sites with decreasing depths of coverage, which are expected to represent decreasingly 
confident data sets. This expectation is supported by their corresponding POLYBAYES-assigned SNP 
probabilities (pSNP) (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). The number of potential SNPs, the number of their 
associated MAGI anchors for each B73/Mo17 sampling depth, and the total number (additive) of potential 
SNPs and the number of unique MAGIs anticipated by systematically including data sets (starting with row 3) 
is also presented in Table 3. In summary, after single 454 GS-20 sequencing runs of B73 and Mo17 SAM 
cDNA, our computational polymorphism mining strategy identified over 7,000 putative SNPs (Supplementary 
Table S1). 
 
Validation of SNPs 
A set of 110 putative B73/Mo17 SNPs were subjected to validation by sequencing (using Sanger technology) 
the corresponding alleles that had been PCR-amplified from B73 and Mo17 genomic DNA. Detailed results of 
these validation experiments are presented in Supplementary Table S2. The overall rate of validation was over 
85% (94/110). Most of the SNPs selected for testing represent sites with at least moderate levels of B73/Mo17 
coverage. Over 88% (85/96) of SNPs sampled by three or more Mo17 454 ESTs and two or more B73 454 
ESTs (Table 3, rows 3 and 4) were validated. Fewer of the lesser-confidence SNPs were assayed; these exhibit a 
collective validation rate of 64% (9/14). Using the above validation rates, the number of SNPs that could be 
validated was estimated (Table 4); these data suggest that 4,984 computationally identified B73/Mo17 SNPs 
represent ‘true’ polymorphisms, and that these are distributed within 2,472 MAGIs. The average sizes of the 
MAGI assemblies suggest they contain only one (or a portion of one) maize gene. Because these 
polymorphisms were mined from cDNA sequences derived from mRNA and conservatively filtered, we 
estimate that this analysis identified at least 4,900 valid SNPs within at least 2,400 maize genes. 
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DISCUSSIONS 
Once discovered, SNPs have a wide variety of applications in biological research. One means to discover SNPs 
is to align ESTs from more than one genotype. LCM 454 sequencing enables efficient deep sampling of ESTs 
obtained from specific cell types (Emrich et al., 2007a), but suffers from the disadvantage of higher error rates 
than Sanger sequencing. Even so, this study demonstrates that it is possible to use ESTs obtained via LCM 454 
sequencing to achieve high-throughput SNP discovery. Over 260,000 Mo17 ESTs were obtained from a single 
GS-20 sequencer run on cDNA isolated from SAM tissue, and over 7,000 putative SNPs were identified relative 
to B73 genomic and 454 EST sequences. A subset of these SNPs was validated via direct sequencing of PCR 
products amplified from B73 and Mo17 genomic DNA. 
 
Putative SNPs are identified as mismatches between aligned sequences, and several computational tools for 
SNP identification are available (Manaster et al., 2005; Marth et al., 1999; Nickerson et al., 1997; Wang and 
Huang, 2005; Weckx et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005). Our SNP discovery pipeline implements POLYBAYES, 
which has been used to identify SNPs in several studies (Dantec et al., 2004; Marth et al., 1999; Pavy et al., 
2006; Useche et al., 2001). We assigned default values to 454 sequences based on an empirical evaluation of 
the base error rate rather than using the relatively new 454 quality scores. As a result, sequence depth and 
relative allele proportions have the greatest influence on polymorphism detection, and, based on this 
observation, potential SNPs were filtered by examining these statistics at each polymorphic site. The highest-
confidence polymorphisms are those that are minimally covered by both Mo17 and B73 sequences to threefold. 
Experimentally, > 88% of these sites could be validated as being polymorphic, and are assigned prior 
probability scores (pSNP Check nomenclature, cf pSNP used above) of at least 0.997 by POLYBAYES. 
 
POLYBAYES is designed to use template-driven MSAs, in which sequences are scaffolded across a high-
quality template sequence that serves as an anchor. In addition to being highly accurate (Marth et al., 1999), this 
approach eliminates the need to perform de novo assemblies of 454 ESTs, which are complicated by the short 
lengths of 454 reads. Furthermore, gaps and insertions in this template-driven multiple sequence alignment 
approach are propagated throughout all members, so 454 semi-random indels can be easily identified and 
ignored (Figure 1). Finally, the ability of POLYBAYES to use quality scores during SNP detection provides the 
option of utilizing 454 sequence calls once they are better accepted by the research community, or if Sanger 
sequences are also used, or if the base accuracy of the template is suspect. In all of these cases, the availability 
of accurate base quality data could improve the accuracy of SNP detection. 
 
We estimate that our SNP collection contains at least 4,984 valid SNPs within 2,472 genes (see Results). This 
estimate is based on an observed validation rate of > 0.88 for polymorphic sites minimally sampled to threefold 
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by each inbred line, and the assumption that all other depth classes of polymorphism have a conservative 
validation rate of 0.64. A subset of 2,017 high-confidence SNPs was detected within B73 genomic sequence 
that was sampled by a minimum of two B73 ESTS and a minimum of three Mo17 454 ESTs (Table 3). The size 
of this reduced sequence space is 621,956 bp (Table 2), providing an observed polymorphism rate of at least 
1/300. This rate is only about half of that previously reported in maize coding sequence (Ching et al., 2002); 
however, the published rate was based on only 18 genes and may not be representative of the genome. 
Furthermore, the conservative parameters used in this study are expected to under-estimate polymorphism rates. 
Specifically, in the absence of 454 quality information, we required that B73 and Mo17 inbred lines both be 
mono-allelic at each nucleotide before calling a putative SNP. In fact, 17 671 instances where either inbred line 
(or both) exhibits bi-allelism were initially ignored to simplify polymorphism detection and subsequent 
validation. These were further parsed to identify putative SNPs where the B73 and/or Mo17 major allele 
frequencies are ≥ 0.75, and each major allele is represented at least three times within the MSA. There are 879 
such cases (Supplementary Table S1), which, if all were validated, would increase our polymorphic rate to at 
most 1/214 bp. 
 
All of the polymorphic sites discussed in this study were detected by comparing the sequences obtained from 
single 454 GS-20 sequencer runs on cDNA obtained from Mo17 and B73 SAM tissue. Additional sequencing 
runs would be expected to increase the proportion of the transcriptome sequence space covered, and, perhaps 
most importantly, increase the overall depth of coverage. Consequently, additional sequencing runs would be 
expected to increase the confidence of at least a fraction of the putative SNPs that are currently poorly 
supported due to insufficient sampling depth (Table 3). Increased depth would also lend additional support to 
the identification of NIPs, a process that is particularly dependent on deep sampling. 
 
Maize is a globally important crop and a model system for the study of genome structure, evolution and 
genetics. Between 5,000 and 10,000 years ago, the wild grass teosinte was domesticated to produce modern 
maize. Domestication resulted in a population bottleneck that reduced allelic diversity in maize relative to 
teosinte. Over the past decade, analysis of DNA sequence polymorphism data to detect signatures of genes that 
were involved in domestication and subsequent selection has become a well-established approach (e.g. Wang et 
al., 1999; Whitt et al., 2002; Tenaillon et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2005; Yamasaki et al., 2005). 
 
The maize genome is composed of approximately 2.5 billion bases and contains an estimated 50,000 genes (Fu 
et al., 2005). The vast majority of this genome is composed of a small number of highly repetitive 
retrotransposons (Bennetzen, 1996; Meyers et al., 2001; SanMiguel et al., 1996; Whitelaw et al., 2003). Hence, 
it has not been economically feasible to conduct whole-genome scans for SNPs by sequencing multiple maize 
haplotypes. However, the 454 EST-based SNP mining procedure described here, which is focused on a specific 
transcriptome using LCM, provides the underpinning for a high-throughput SNP discovery platform than could 
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be used to cost-effectively identify genes that exhibit signatures of having been involved in the domestication or 
improvement of maize and other large-genome crops, and that are therefore potential targets for improving 
agriculturally relevant traits. 
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Table 1. Summary of multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) between MAGI 31 anchors and B73 and Mo17 454 ESTs 
 
  Types of ESTs in MSAs         
 All ESTs All B73 ESTs All Mo17 ESTs Both B73 and Mo17 ESTs 
Only B73 
ESTs Only Mo17 ESTs 
Number of MAGIs 
aligned 48,063      33,567 34,928 20,432 13,135 14,496
Bases covered 8,897,508 4,989,045 5,798,933 1,890,459 3,098,586 3,908,463 
Coverage depth 1.8 x 2.3 x 2.3 x 8.4 x 1.3 x 1.3 x 
 
For this analysis, 454 sequences were initially mapped to individual MAGIs using BLAST, which later served as the template on which these MSA were 
computed using CROSS_MATCH (Experimental procedures). Coverage data are presented for all alignments, as well as alignments between individual 
subsets of ESTs. 
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Table 2. Average coverage of nucleotide sites represented within B73 454 ESTs, Mo17 454 ESTs and MAGI 31 anchored multiple sequence alignments 
 
454 EST component depths   Number of nucleotides Average coverage 
Mo17     B73 1,092,570 3.2
1 x  ≥1 x   
     
    
or
≥ 1 x  1 x 326,095 5.9 
2 x  ≥ 2 x 
 
  
or
2 x  ≥ 2 x   
≥ 3 x  2 x 134,386 6.7 
≥ 3 x  ≥ 3 x 471,794 22 
 
Although the alignment of a single Mo17 EST to a B73-derived MAGI is sufficient to predict a SNP, increased sampling depth is expected to increase 
the accuracy of SNP calling by filtering out sequencing errors. Depth classes that are grouped together were pooled for analysis. 
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Table 3. Number of putative SNPs, depth at each SNP site by inbred line, and estimates of the total number of maize genes that contain at least one 
putative SNP between the B73 and Mo17 inbred lines in this SNP dataset 
 
454 EST component depths of MSAs      
Mo17  B73 Number of putative SNPs Number of MAGI 3.1 anchorsa Additive SNP number 
Additive minimum estimate of SNP-
containing genesb 
1 x  1 x 1,762 1,154   
      
      
or 
1 x  0     
2 x  ≥ 2 x 1,648 1,039   
or 
≥ 2 x  2 x     
≥ 3 x  ≥ 3 x 1,452 900 1,452 900 
≥ 3 x  2 x 565 404 2,017 1,205 
≥ 3 x  1 x 717 513 2,734 1,570 
2 x  ≥ 3 x 537 372 3,271 1,821 
2 x  2 x 546 363 3,817 2,053 
2 x  1 x 1,045 707 4,862 2,548 
≥ 3 x  0 481 283 5,353 2,775 
2 x  0 1,673 830 7,016 3,403 
 
Polymorphic bases sampled with low redundancy (rows 1 and 2) were not further analyzed. In contrast, rows 4 and 5 illustrate polymorphic sites with a 
minimum sampling depth of threefold for both inbred lines, and, as a result, have the highest confidence. The remaining rows summarize alignments that 
predict SNPs with decreasing confidence levels Sub-categories that are grouped together were pooled for analysis. aMAGIs are gene-enriched maize 
genomic sequence assemblies that are likely to contain only a single gene or gene fragment (Emrich et al, 2004; Fu et al, 2005). 
bNumbers represent a non-redundant collection at each row. 
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Table 4. Number of putative SNPs, depth at each SNP site by inbred line, and estimates of the potential number of polymorphic maize genes adjusted for 
validation rates 
 
            454 EST component depths       
  Mo17 B73 Number of putative SNPs (Table 3) 
Validation 
rate 
Estimated 
number of valid 
SNP sitesa 
Number of MAGI 3.1 
anchorsab 
Number of 
additive SNPs 
Additive minimum estimate of 
genes impactedc 
≥ 3 x ≥ 2 x 2,017 0.885 1,785 1,154 1,785 1,066 
≥ 2 x 0–1 x 3,916      
1–2 x ≥ 2 x 1,083 0.64 3,199 1,963 4,984 2,472 
 
Validation of 110 putative B73/Mo17 SNPs divided into two groups was performed by sequencing the corresponding B73 and Mo17 alleles using Sanger 
technology. Using the validation rates obtained, the number of SNPs that could be validated was estimated. Because many MAGIs correspond to single 
genes (see Results), the number of non-redundant MAGI anchors was used to generate the estimate of the number of genes impacted. Depths that are 
grouped together were pooled for analysis. 
aNumbers are corrected for validation rate (see text). 
bMAGIs are gene-enriched maize genomic sequence assemblies that are likely to contain only a single gene or gene fragment (Emrich et al, 2004; Fu et al, 
2005). These numbers represent a non-redundant collection of MAGIs (see text). 
cNumbers represent a non-redundant collection. See comment above at each row.
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FIGURE LEGENDS  
Figure 1. A portion of the CROSS_MATCH-produced, template-driven, padded alignment between B73 and 
Mo17 454 EST sequences and the high-quality MAGI_105195 sequence assembly constructed from the B73 
maize genomic survey sequence that serves as an alignment template. A G/A polymorphism occurs at position 
2846 of the template (green highlight), with the Mo17 allele (A) in red and the B73 allele (G) in blue. Two 
insertions have occurred (yellow), one within a Mo17 454 EST and the second within a B73 454 EST. Because 
these insertions are not supported by other sequences, they are easily identified as errors by the POLYBAYSE 
pipeline and are not called as polymorphisms. 
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                                                       Figure 1. Barbazuk et al. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
Supplementary Table 1.  Summary of all raw polymorphism obtained in this study   
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) were predicted by PolyBayes and allele information inferred from 
454 EST alignments, pSNP values, and locations in corresponding MAGI anchors have been included.  In 
addition, flanking sequence data have been provided for future SNP validation and/or comparisons to other SNP 
collections, http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/picrender.fcgi?artid=2169515&blobname=tpj0051-0910-
SD1.xls. This material is available as part of the online article from http://wwwblackwell-synergycom. 
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Supplementary Table 2. SNP validation by sequencing results  
Results are separated into SNPs that were validated and SNPs that were not validated by sequencing 
corresponding alleles from both B73 and Mo17.  Corresponding MAGI locations, the allele information inferred 
from 454 EST data and pSNP values are also provided. 
 
SNP 
Status MAGI3.1 10 nt on each side of [polymorphic base]A 
SNP position 
Within 
MAGI 
pSNPB Mo17 allele 
B73 
allele 
Depth at 
SNP siteC 
MAGI_5632 CAATACAGAA[A/C]GTGAAGAAAC 761 1 8xC 8xA 17 
MAGI_6217 CCCTGATGTG[C/T]TAGCTGGTGT 58 0.979 3xT 8xC 12 
MAGI_6237 GATTAAGAGA[A/G]GATCCGAACA 418 0.990 3xG 6xA 10 
MAGI_8964 AGTTCATCAG[G/A]CATTTCACAT 2200 0.990 3xA 6xG 10 
MAGI_8999 AAGAATTGCT[G/C]TGTGTTGTCT 871 1 8xC 12xG 21 
MAGI_9084 TTAACACACC[G/A]CCACAGGAAG 861 0.999 3xA 2xG 6 
MAGI_9512 CAAACGACAA[G/T]TGCCCCATAA 1019 0.994 3xT 5xG 9 
MAGI_9825 ATGCCACTGC[C/A]GATGAGGAGG 450 0.835 2xA 3xC 6 
MAGI_10276 CTTGTTTTGG[A/G]AGCTATAACT 89 1 4xG 2xA 7 
MAGI_11041 AGTAATAACA[C/T]AGCAAAACAA 1885 0.999 3xT 2xC 6 
MAGI_11674 GCTGCCTTAG[C/T]TATTGTGGTC 1044 1 17xT 8xC 26 
MAGI_11898 CTTGGTTGGG[G/A]GATGGATGGA 1376 0.898 2xA 2xG 5 
MAGI_12846 TTTCACTGTA[T/A]TATAACAATT 747 0.998 3xA 2xT 6 
MAGI_12976 TGGACCGAGT[T/C]GAACAAAGTT  1114 1 16xC 28xT 45 
MAGI_14059 ATACATCTGT[G/A]TCAGTACAAG 1175 1 8xA 8xG 17 
MAGI_16324 CAAGCCAACC[G/A]CTAATACATT 522 1 5xA 10xG 16 
MAGI_16675 TTTAAGCTAA[T/C]CTGAATCGTC 2165 0.999 7xC 3xT 11 
MAGI_16760 GGTTGCCATT[C/T]TCGCTGATTA 208 1 6xT 2xC 9 
MAGI_17052 TTCTTGCCTA[C/A]ATTGTTTCAA 2591 0.995 4xA 1xC 6 
MAGI_17603 CGTTGCGTTG[C/T]GTTGCGTTGC  2438 0.999 3xT 2xC 6 
MAGI_17900 ACATACATTA[A/G]TCATAATAAT 238 0.999 6xG 2xA 9 
MAGI_18085 AACTGATGAG[A/T]GGTAGCTCTG 2030 0.999 4xT 3xA 8 
MAGI_18396 CAACCAAAAC[C/T]AAGTACATGG 248 0.999 4xT 2xC 7 
MAGI_18689 GATTTCTTAC[A/T]GAGTAATTAA 3029 1 11xT 22xA 34 
MAGI_18925 AGTAGTAAAA[T/C]ATCACAAGTC 2686 1 13xC 6xT 20 
MAGI_19140 TAAGCTCAGA[G/T]TACTAGGTCT 358 1 8xT 15xG 24 
MAGI_19249 CGATACATCT[T/G]CTGTGAATGC 1388 0.999 5xG 6xT 12 
MAGI_20036 GTGGTGTGTC[G/A]CAGGTGTGAA 1498 1 8xA 6xG 15 
MAGI_20181 AGTGTGTAAC[G/T]GAACGGTGTA 2117 0.996 3xT 1xG 5 
MAGI_20379 GAATGGTTCA[C/T]CGAAATCTGT 1123 0.998 3xT 3xC 7 
MAGI_26588 TAAGTAAGTA[C/T]AATATGAGTG 928 1 8xT 8xC 17 
MAGI_27182 GTCATTAGTG[G/A]CAGTACCTTA 4378 1 15xA 23xG 39 
MAGI_27513 ATCAATCATC[A/G]TTAACAAGTT 784 1 6xG 7xA 14 
MAGI_32376 GGAAGAGCGT[A/C]GGAGGCAAGG 1180 0.998 3xC 2xA 6 
MAGI_35033 TCAATCCATC[A/T]TGTATGTTGC 1580 0.999 4xT 2xA 7 
MAGI_36702 AGAGACCATA[G/C]TCATATAGGC 1850 0.999 4xC 7xG 12 
MAGI_37604 TATTATATCA[A/G]ATAAATGTTA 109 1 10xG 8xA 19 
MAGI_41011 GTATGACCTT[C/T]AAAACACCTG 1483 1 9xT 20xC 30 
MAGI_44280 GCAACAAGAA[T/C]GAGTGAATGT 1997 0.999 4xC 2xT 7 
MAGI_46088 ACAATACTAG[A/G]TAAGAGTATG 466 0.999 5xG 7xA 13 
MAGI_46249 ACGTGAATCC[A/G]TTCATTTTTG 1666 0.999 5xG 2xA 8 
MAGI_48992 CACGTCCTTG[T/A]CCTTGACTGC 1353 0.985 3xA 7xT 11 
MAGI_52178 GTCAAGGTAG[T/C]GACAGACATT 752 1 18xC 16xT 35 
MAGI_54410 CGGGGGAATT[A/G]TTTGCGTGGT 337 0.999 7xG 2xA 10 
MAGI_54633 TGTGCCATGA[A/G]CACAGCGTTC 878 0.999 5xG 10xA 16 
MAGI_56116 AGTCTGCCAG[C/A]CAAACATTGG 1896 1 4xA 2xC 7 
MAGI_60638 CATTAAGACA[G/A]TAATTAAAAC 979 0.999 5xA 4xG 10 
MAGI_61494 CAAACGCCCC[C/T]CTTAAAATAC 226 0.999 3xT 2xC 6 
V
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MAGI_61550 CAGTTATGTA[A/T]GCTTCATCAC 1696 0.998 3xT 2xA 6 
 
A Sequence shown is MAGI3.1 anchor.  Polymorphic site is shown in brackets. 
B pSNP is the POLYBAYES calculated probability that the polymorphism is the result of allelic difference, 
rather than sequence error or accidental alignment of sequence paralogs. 
C Total depth includes the MAGI3.1 anchor sequence. 
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Supplementary Table 2. (Continued) 
 
SNP 
Status MAGI3.1 10 nt on each side of [polymorphic base]A 
SNP position 
Within 
MAGI 
pSNPB Mo17 allele 
B73 
allele 
Depth at 
SNP siteC 
MAGI_62464 TGAACATCAG[T/C]GGTGTGTTTC 1537 0.999 4xC 2xT 7 
MAGI_62793 ATAGGATCCT[A/T]GACAATGCTT 569 0.998 3xT 2xA 6 
MAGI_64472 GCACTGCACT[C/A]CATGCATATT 1880 1 9xA 6xC 16 
MAGI_67062 AAAGAGACAA[T/G]CCAGATTGAG 1558 0.999 6xG 9xT 16 
MAGI_68140 ATGGTCCATC[G/A]ATACATTAAA 741 0.999 5xA 3xG 9 
MAGI_75009 TTTTTAAACA[C/T]GGTTGCCACT 818 1 10xT 6xC 17 
MAGI_77027 CATGCCATCA[T/G]ACGAGACGAG 2148 0.999 4xG 3xT 8 
MAGI_77714 CTATAGCGAC[G/A]TCGTCAGTTT 911 0.999 7xA 4xG 12 
MAGI_83505 TTTATTTTAA[T/C]GTATCCCAAT 636 0.990 3xC 6xT 10 
MAGI_86024 CTTTAGGATG[A/G]ATCCCCTTTG 1282 1 7xG 6xA 14 
MAGI_88546 TTATAATCCC[C/A]ATTTGATCCG 350 0.999 5xA 6xC 12 
MAGI_91124 TTGATAACCA[A/T]GTAACTCTAC 1915 0.999 9xT 3xA 13 
MAGI_91441 ACTCAAATAC[C/T]TCCAACAAAA 376 0.998 3xT 2xC 6 
MAGI_91801 TAGTGGATAA[A/G]CTCAAATTTA 545 0.999 4xG 3xA 8 
MAGI_94766 GTTATATGTG[C/T]GGAGGCGCAG 1286 0.999 7xT 4xC 12 
MAGI_95181 TGTTTTCTCA[G/T]AGAACGGAAC 2392 0.998 3xT 2xG 6 
MAGI_95841 CTTGCACAGT[G/A]CTTCCTCTAT 110 0.809 3xA None  4 
MAGI_96015 AATGACACTT[A/C]GTTCCTTTTC 1090 0.999 5xC 3xA 9 
MAGI_96288 TGCCCTAGAA[A/G]CACTATTGTA 1306 0.999 4xG 3xA 8 
MAGI_96602 ATCGGCACAA[T/G]ATATGCTACC 320 1 8xG 8xT 17 
MAGI_98411 AGCGCAAAAC[A/C]TGTCTTCTCT 1437 0.999 4xC 5xA 10 
MAGI_98874 TCGTTGCTGG[C/T]GCTATATTGT 622 0.999 4xT 2xC 7 
MAGI_99679 TACTCTATTT[T/C]GGTATCCTCT 2439 0.995 4xC 1xT 6 
MAGI_100654 CCTATCAGGG[A/C]TGGTTTGGTG 413 0.999 4xC 3xA 8 
MAGI_100693 GAAGCTGACG[C/T]GAACAAATTC 410 0.999 11xT 2xC 14 
MAGI_101072 CGAACGGGTC[G/C]ACTGAATATA 1042 0.996 3xC 1xG 5 
MAGI_103061 TTTACAACGG[C/A]GAAGGGTATT 152 0.999 5xA 2xC 8 
MAGI_103304 AATATGTAGA[A/T]TCATAAGAAA 210 0.999 4xT 8xA 13 
MAGI_103641 TACCTCTGTA[A/T]TCTAGAAATG 1143 0.859 2xT None 3 
MAGI_103365 CCTGCCATTT[T/C]CTTCCCGTAC  739 0.945 2xC 1xT 4 
MAGI_103880 TCCAGGAAGT[T/A]GCATTCAGAT 741 0.997 3xA 3xT 7 
MAGI_104637 CCATAACCCA[T/C]CATCATCATC  533 0.945 2xC 1xT 4 
MAGI_104662 TTACATCATG[A/G]CGGGCGAACA 3413 1 25xG 22xA 48 
MAGI_105195 TGAGGGAAGG[G/A]TGTGCTGATG 2836 1 5xA 3xG 9 
MAGI_106438 CCTGGGCAAC[A/G]TTTTGCAGGC 590 1 23xG 17xA 41 
MAGI_106768 CCGAACTTTG[A/T]GGCCAAGTTG  937 0.809 3xT None 4 
MAGI_109567 ATGATCATAA[C/T]ATTAATACGC 527 1 13xT 20xC 34 
MAGI_111750 CGCTAAAATC[A/G]TACTACTACT 1533 0.999 4xG 2xA 7 
MAGI_113805 AAATGAACAT[A/C]TTCACTTGCA 305 0.999 5xC 2xA 8 
MAGI_114073 CCTCAATTGG[G/A]CTGGAGTATG 1064 0.809 3xA None  4 
V
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MAGI_114073 AAGCAAGAGG[C/T]ACAGAGACAA 1180 0.998 3xT 2xC 6 
MAGI_2721 TGCCATCCAC[A/G]CCCACACAAA 1208 0.898 2xG 2xA 5 
MAGI_11152 TCTGGGTTAG[G/A]CTATCTGTTT  1884 0.898 2xA 2xG 5 
MAGI_14983 CACAGCGGAA[C/A]CAAAAGATCC  1862 0.999 2xA 2xC 6 
MAGI_16498 GATAATGCAC[T/C]TAATAGGATC 1081 0.999 8xC 4xT 13 
MAGI_28182 GCTGCTGTCC[C/T]GTCAACATTA 353 0.999 10xT 2xC 13 
MAGI_30877 AACTGTTGCT[G/A]GTGCATTGCA 477 0.999 4xA 2xG 7 
MAGI_36532 TCAGCGAACT[A/G]GTAGCTAGCT 913 0.945 2xG 1xA 4 
MAGI_42382 CATTTGAGAA[T/G]ATATATGATA 1114 0.945 2xG 1xT 4 
MAGI_76499 GCATCTGTTC[C/A]TTGACACCAA 501 1 12xA 10xC 23 
MAGI_88298 CTAATCTGTC[T/A]GATACTGAAT 1724 0.996 3xA 4xT 8 
MAGI_91433 GTTCCAATCT[G/A]AGTTTGGTAT 1164 0.998 3xA 2xG 6 
MAGI_92259 TCTATGGTAC[T/C]GTGTTTGCTT 854 0.999 5xC 6xT 12 
MAGI_93624 TGTGGAGAAC[A/C]GAGGATCTCA 1914 0.999 5xC 4xA 10 
MAGI_102301 GGGTTACCCG[G/A]AGAAAAACTC  266 0.945 2xA 1xG 4 
IN
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MAGI_103220 CAAATGAACA[T/G]GAACAAGTGT 1219 0.999 7xG 9xT 17 
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Maize (Zea mays L. ssp. Mays) is one of the most widely grown crops worldwide. Consisting of 
approximately 2,500 megabases, the maize genome is comparable in size to that of humans, but has greater 
complexity. Diverse efforts underway to understand this genome are benefiting from access to its complete 
sequence. Our studies have focused on three interesting features of the maize genome: gene duplication, novel 
genes and domestication genes. 
 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
At least 1% maize genes containing NIPs and some NIPs exhibiting differential expression 
Gene duplication is a common phenomenon detected across genomes and plays an important role in 
genome evolution. To address the question on gene duplication and its impact on maize genome evolution, we 
focused on recent duplications, which share at least 98% identity over 500bp.  We have termed such 
duplications nearly identical paralogs (NIPs). From our study of NIPs were able to draw three main 
conclusions: 1) in our pilot study, 84 NIPs were validated, from which we concluded that about 1% (5,000) of 
maize genes have a NIP. Two family members in most cases were identified and majority of them shared more 
than 99% identity; 2) expression data indicated that among at least 80% of NIPs both members were expressed 
and therefore potentially functional. Further expression tests among various maize tissues suggested the 
differential expression of NIP family members; 3) 9 out of 14 mapped NIP family members were genetically 
linked. 
  
Mechanisums of gene duplication 
Several studies have suggested the mechanisms of gene duplication: 1) segmental duplications derived 
from whole genome or partial chromosome duplication (Vision et al, 2000; Blanc and Wolfe, 2004; Adams and 
Wendel, 2005), 2) tandem duplications, and 3) transposon or retrotransposon transpositions (Morgante et al, 
2005; Kong et al, 2007; Xiao et al, 2008). Compared with Arabidopsis, another ancient polyploid plant, maize 
contains more NIPs. The reasons for this difference can be explained by the size and complexity of the maize 
genome. For example, in maize, 49-78% of the genome is made up of retrotransposons (SanMiguel and 
Bennetzen, 1998).  Transposon-induced duplication may often generate unlinked NIPs because of the more or 
less random distribution of insertion events across the genome (Graur and Li, 2000). Hence, this mechanism 
may explain the origins of the 5 out of 14 NIPs that are genetically unlinked. 20 out of 25 NIP family members 
were found to demonstrate differential expressions among various tissues. Therefore, our NIP expression data 
supported the subfunctionlization theory of duplicate genes, in which the two copies divide the tasks of the 
original single gene via the accumulation of mutations and may lead to divergence of function or development 
of new one while maintain the original function (Force et al, 1999; Prince and Pickett, 2002; Tocchini-Valentini 
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et al, 2005). Even so, in 5 out of 25 NIP families, expression was detected only from one family member. 
However, that could be due to incomplete sampling of the transcriptome caused by functional divergence of 
duplicate genes through development stages (Quan et al, 2008). Several studies have evaluated the biological 
impacts of gene duplication and elucidated the mechanisms behind their differential expression. Gene 
duplication permits functional redundancy via two levels: 1) providing a backup system to survive in cases of 
the accumulation of lethal mutations or loss of specific functions (Dubcovsky et al, 2007; Fawcett et al, 2009; 
Liu et al, 2008; Rösti and Denyer, 2007). For example, a large proportion of genes are members of gene 
families generated from gene duplication events (Zhang, 2003; Horan et al, 2005) to ensure the normal 
functions are maintained with the mutations accumulation in one copy or the others, and 2) providing plasticity 
that is achieved by regulating the expression of duplicates during evolution, especially when external factors, 
such as stress, are present (Des Marais and Rausher, 2008; Ha et al, 2007; Lehti-Shiu et al, 2009). Ha et al 
(2009) reported that the expression diversity of gene duplicates was increased in closely related species and 
allopolyploids. This may shed light on the association between diverged expression of duplicates and 
speciation. What are the mechanisms involved in the differential expression of duplicate genes among various 
tissues and through development? Teyssier et al (2008) reported that tissue dependent variations in DNA 
methylation might play an important role. Further, dosage effects may contribute to the expression variation 
compared to the ancestral copy, such as retrotransposon-mediated sun duplication in tomato (Xiao et al, 2008). 
  
Future plans on NIPs study 
In the further studies on NIPs, several issues can be taken into consideration. First, with the availability 
of the maize genome sequence and a wealth of ESTs data generated in via next generation sequencing 
technology, we will be better able to estimate the true number of NIPs in the genome. In addition, sequence 
information will enables us to view the genomic organization of NIPs and therefore help in deciphering the 
mechanisms of NIP generation and differential expression between family members.  In addition, Comparative 
Genomic Hybridization (CGH), which has been widely applied for copy number variation detection, such as 
disease-associated studies (de Smith et al, 2007) and the association between diet and the evolution of certain 
human genes (Perry et al, 2008), not only provides a wonderful opportunity to detect gene duplication events 
genome-wide, but also can apply to compare copy number variation among maize lines. 
 
Novel gene discovery via coupling laser capture microdissection (LCM) with 454 sequening technology  
Combining cutting-edge technologies can increase the potential for biological. In our study, we 
coupled 454 sequencing technology with laser capture microdissection (LCM) for novel gene discovery and 
SNP detection in maize, which escaped previous EST sequencing projects and SNP detection screens. The 
shoot apical meristem (SAM), a critical organ in plants, generates all the above-ground tissues and is therefore 
functionally important. In summary, our study provided: 1) more 261,000 ESTs were generated from maize 
SAM cDNA; 2) about 70% of the SAM ESTs generated had escaped discovery by a previous EST project using 
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a cDNA library constructed from hand-dissected apex tissue; 3) ~400 expressed transcripts that lack 
homologous sequences in other species (“orphans”). 4) 30% of SAM 454-ESTs that could not align to any 
extant maize ESTs (n>648,000); 5) RT-PCR evidence that 27 SAM orphans are expressed. Approximately 74% 
(20/27) of these were detected in the SAM, but not in meristem-rich immature ears. In conclusion, these results 
indicate that the combination of LCM and 454 deep sequencing technology enables the efficient capture of the 
SAM transcriptomes, which demonstrates the value of this hybrid technology, especially for the analysis of rare, 
tissue or even cell-type trancripts, which would be recovered from traditional EST projects. 
 
High-throughput SNP discovery via 454 sequening technology  
SNPs have been extensively applied in map building, plant and animal breeding and pharmaceutical 
research. In plants, SNP frequency is relative higher than in animals. Low-cost and ultra high-throughput 
technologies are needed for genome-wide SNP discovery, especially genic SNPs. In our study, we used 454 
high-throughput sequencing technology for genic SNP discovery between two maize inbreds, B73 and Mo17.  
In total, more than 36,000 putative SNPs were detected from 260,000 (B73) and 280,000 (Mo17) 454 ESTs 
from the two inbred lines. More than 85% (94/110) of a set of these putative SNPs were validated by Sanger 
sequencing. Based on the validation rate from the pilot test, > 4,900 valid SNPs within > 2,400 maize genes 
could be identified with 454 ESTs. Therefore, this is an example of the application of massive parallel 
sequencing technologies in SNP discovery. Furthermore, Roche reported that the continuous development of 
the 454 sequencing platform enables sequence reads approaching 1000 bases. It is particular useful for non-
model organisms or vegetatively propagated plants, whose sequence or genetic information is not currently 
available. 
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APPENDIX. ZERO SEQUENCE DIVERSITY GENES (ZSDS) DETECTION IN MAIZE GENOME 
AND FUNCTIONAL STUDIES VIA REVERSE GENETICS 
 
ABSTRACT 
 With the availability of the maize genome sequence, efforts are underway to define the functions and 
interactions of genes via functional genomics. This appendix reports on studies of genes involved in maize 
domestication. 73 (~0.5% of maize genes) genes with zero sequence diversity (ZSD) among maize lines but that 
are polymorphic among teosinte (Z mays ssp Parviglumis) lines were identified via genome-wide scans. 23 of 
these genes were screened for mutants that contained Mutator-insertions.   Transmittable Mu insertions were 
identified for 6 of the genes. No obvious phenotypes were observed among homozygous mutants for the two 
genes for which homozygous lines were available. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Mazie (Zea mays ssp mays) was domesticated from one form of teosinte, known as Z mays ssp 
Parviglumis, via a single domestication event (Matsuoka et al, 2002) in southern Mexico between 6,000-9,000 
years ago (Beadle, 1939; Flannery and Piperno, 2000; Piperno and Flannery, 2001). Following the maize 
domestication event multiple original landraces, which were adapted to a wide variety of environmental 
conditions, were developed.  These landraces provided the raw genetic material for plant breeders to select 
varieties and inbreds with improved agronomical traits. Hence, two steps were involved in generating modern 
maize lines: domestication and crop improvement (Yamasaki et al, 2005).  As compared with neutral genes, it is 
expected that the allelic diversity of genes under domestication or crop selection was substantially reduced, a 
process called the “bottleneck effect” (Eyre-Walker et al, 1998).  Consequently, it is possible to use population 
genetics approaches to identify candidate domestication/selection genes (Vigouroux et al, 2002; Wright et al, 
2005; Yamasaki et al, 2005). However, due to selective sweeps (hitchhiking effects), a significant loss of allelic 
diversity can also observed in genes linked to those involved in domestication or crop improvement (Mousset et 
al, 2003; Palaisa et al, 2004; Nielsen et al, 2005; Olsen et al, 2006). A bottom-up approach, which starts by 
identifying genes with the signature of selection followed by the identification of the phenotypes to which these 
genes contribute via various of genetic tools, is a powerful approach when applied to domesticated species 
(Ross-Ibarra et al, 2007).  
 
The Mutator transposon family, first identified because of its high mutation rate (Robertson 1978), 
consists of an autonomous (MuDR) and several non-autonomous elements. The frequencies of Mu transposition 
can be as high as more than once per element per plant generation (Alleman and Freeling, 1986). Somatic 
excision events occur at even higher rates (Walbot and Rudenko, 2002). Mutator preferentially transposes into 
low-copy-number regions (Cresse et al, 1995; Raizada et al, 2001; Liu et al, submitted). Therefore, the behavior 
of Mu elements makes them valuable tools for functional studies of genes (Settles et al, 2007). All Mutator 
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families in maize share approximately 220 bp-conserved terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) (Bennetzen, 1996; 
Chandler and Hardeman, 1992; Lisch, 2002; Walbot and Ruddnko, 2002), which facilitate PCR-based screening 
for Mutator-insertion alleles when using a TIR-specific primer in combination with gene-specific primers. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Inbreds used for identification of Zero Sequence Diversity (ZSDs) genes 
A set of 24 maize lines was selected for the initial screen to identify “Zero Sequence Diversity genes” 
(ZSDs) (Table 1). An additional set of 37 maize inbreds, which covers a wider range of maize germplasm, was 
selected for further analyses (Table 2). Nine teosinte inbreds (provided by Dr. John Doebley, University of 
Wisconsin) were included in these analyses as controls (Table 2). 
 
ZSDs discovery pipeline 
To identify domestication-related ZSDs in the maize genome, gel and Temperature gradient capillary 
electrophoresis (TGCE)–based approaches were applied. As showed in Figure 4, 16,196 pairs of gene-based 
PCR primers were used to scan the B73 and Mo17 inbreds for polymorphisms.  Subsequently, the inbreds listed 
in Tables 1 and 2 were screened. TGCE was conducted using the Reveal System; model RVL 9612, rev 20 
(SpectruMedix, State College, PA). Sample preparation and TGCE conditions were as described (Hsia et al, 
2005). Amplicons from various maize and teosinte lines were subjected to gel and TGCE-based analysis for the 
polymorphism detection. If any polymorphisms were detected in a given PCR product at any step, the 
corresponding primers were removed from the ZSD detection pipeline (Figure 4). 
 
Selection of ZSD candidates for reverse genetic analysis  
Only ZSDs that fit certain criteria were selected for functional analysis. As shown in Figure 5, only 
expressed, potentially single-copy candidates that had non-ZSD neighbors were picked for reverse genetic 
analysis. 
 
Isolation of Mu transposons insertions in ZSDs, genetic studies and cross 
About 3,000 Mu-insertion stocks were generated as showed in Figure 1. This collection of Mu F2 
families was screened via PCR using gene-specific primers in combination with a primer (MuTIR) located in the 
highly conserved MuTIR region (Figure 3). The resulting PCR products, if any, were compared to the PCR 
products using gene-specific nested primers with MuTIR primer. Only PCR products with expected sizes were 
purified and sequenced. These PCR products contain MuTIR sequences terminal to the MuTIR primer-annealing 
site and also contained ZSD sequences between the positions of the Mu insertion site and the ZSD gene-specific 
nested primers. Comparing these PCR sequences to the ZSD genomic sequences established the position of the 
Mu insertion in each of the ZSD alleles. Mu insertion-alleles of ZSDs were crossed to the inbred line B73 to 
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generate F1 plants (Figure 2). Homozygous plants in F2 populations derived from the selfed F1 plants were 
screened for mutant phenotype (Figure 2). 
 
Oligonucleotides used for mutant screen 
Three gene-specific primers were designed for each ZSD subjected to mutant screening: forward, 
reverse and nested primers (Figure 3, Table 3). The locations of the reverse and nested primers are relatively 
close to the 5’ untranslated regions (UTRs) of the genes based on a previous study that reported that Mu 
transposons are targeted to the 5’ UTR of the gl8 gene (Dietrich et al, 2002). Primer efficiency was tested using 
B73 genomic DNA. The confirmation of the Mu insertion in ZSDs was performed using nested primers paired 
with the MuTIR primer for each ZSD under analysis (Figure 3). 
 
MuTIR primer: 5' AGA GAA GCC AAC GCC A(AT)C GCC TC(CT) ATT TCG TC 3' 
MuDS15/G5F: 5' ACC CAA GGC GGA GAA GAA G 3' 
MuDS15/G5R: 5' TAA ACT GAG CCA CGC CTA CC 3' 
N-MuDS15/G5R: 5' GTG ATG GTG GGC TTC TTG TT 3' 
MuDS33/D8F: 5' TGG TAG TAT CAG TGG TGG ACT TG 3' 
MuDS33/D8R: 5' GGA ATT GCC AGT ACC CAA CA 3' 
N-MuDS33/D8R: 5' ACA TCA GTT TCC CCA TCA GC 3' 
MuDS36/A11F: 5' AGC TAC TCC TCC CGT TCC TC 3' 
MuDS36/A11R: 5' TGA CCG CGA ATT CAC AAG TT 3' 
N-MuDS36/A11R: 5' GTC CGT TGC CAA TAG CAA AA 3' 
MuDS40/D3F: 5' ATG GAT CAG AGG CTT GGA TG 3' 
MuDS40/D3R: 5' CGA ACG ACG ACT GTT GAA AA 3' 
N-MuDS40/D3R: 5' GTC AAC AGC CCC GAG TGT AT 3' 
MuDS45/E4F: 5' GAG GTT CGT GGT GGA GAA GA 3' 
MuDS45/E4R: 5' GGT CGA CGA GGA CGA AGA T 3' 
N-MuDS45/E4R: 5' TTG GAC TTG GGG TAC TCG AC 3' 
MuDS92/D6F: 5' CGC TCT GGT GTT TGT GAA GT 3' 
MuDS92/D6R: 5' CTA CAA GGG AGC AGT GTT TGC 3' 
N-MuDS92/D6R: 5' AGG ACC ATG TCG GAG TGT TC 3' 
MuDS95/H1F: 5' CAG AAG ATC GCG AGC AAG AG 3' 
MuDS95/H1R: 5' CTT CCA CAC GCT GAG CAC 3' 
N-MuDS95/H1R: 5' ATC TTC CCG AAC ACG AAC AG 3' 
MuDS201/G10F: 5' TTT CTC CCT TGA TCC ACC AC 3' 
MuDS201/G10R: 5' CCA AAG CTA TTT GAT AAG CAA GG 3' 
N-MuDS201/G10R: 5' TAT TCT CCC GCA CTT GGA TT 3' 
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MuDS233/A7F: 5' CTG TCG CTG CAG GTG GAT 3' 
MuDS233/A7R: 5' TGC GAG GTA ATT GCG ATT CT 3' 
N-MuDS233/A7R: 5' TCC AGT GCC CTC CTT GTC TA 3' 
MuDS233/C10F: 5' AGG GAG GGT CAA AAG AGA CC 3' 
MuDS233/C10R: 5' ATA GCT TAT CGG CGA TCC TG 3' 
N-MuDS233/C10R: 5' TCA AGG ATC TCG ACC AGC TT 3' 
MuDS242/D6F: 5' ATG CCG AGA TCG ATC GGT AG 3' 
MuDS242/D6R: 5' TGG GGA CTT GTA TTC TGC TG 3' 
N-MuDS242/D6R: 5' CGA TGA AGG GGT AGG TCC TT 3' 
MuDS252/B8F: 5' GCC CTT CCG TCT CCT AGC 3' 
MuDS252/B8R: 5' CGC CGT TGC ATG TGT AAA 3' 
N-MuDS252/B8R: 5' ACC TTT GGT CTT GTG CCA AC 3' 
MuDS257/C6F: 5' CCC GAG ATC GAT GAG GAC 3' 
MuDS257/C6R: 5' GCT GCT CCT TGG TTA AAT CAC 3' 
N-MuDS257/C6R: 5' AGC TCG ACT TTG CCA TCA TC 3' 
MuDS266/B6F: 5' CAC AGA ACA CGC CCA CTA CC 3' 
MuDS266/B6R: 5' TCA AAT CTC GTA ATT CCA CCT AAA 3' 
N-MuDS266/B6R: 5' GTA ACC CGA ATA GGG GTC GT 3' 
MuDS268/E11F: 5' TTG AAG AGG CCA TGC AAA AC 3' 
MuDS268/E11R: 5' GAT AGC TGA TTT TTG CAA TCC A 3' 
N-MuDS268/E11R: 5' AGG CTG TCA TAC CGA ACA CA 3' 
MuDS269/A8F: 5' ATG GAG AAG TTG GGC TTT GG 3' 
MuDS269/A8R: 5' GGA CGG AGC CAC TAA CAG AG 3' 
N-MuDS269/A8R: 5' TGC ATT CTG CAA CTG TCC TC 3' 
MuDS269/C4F: 5' CTC CAC TGC CCA CAG CAC 3' 
MuDS269/C4R: 5' GAG CAG ATC GTC TGC CCT TA 3' 
N-MuDS269/C4R: 5' AGT GAC GCT TTC GCC TAA AA 3' 
Mu35PC/A11F: 5' GCA CAAT GGG GTT AAA CCA G 3' 
Mu35PC/A11R: 5' GGC TTG GTG TAG CGG TTA AT 3' 
N-Mu35PC/A11R: 5' ATA AAC TGG CGG AGG GAA TC 3' 
Mu35PC/B02F: 5' CCA CAG CAT CAG TTG TCA CC 3' 
Mu35PC/B02R: 5' TGT TTG CAAGCGACTTCATC 3' 
N-Mu35PC/B02R: 5' TGA AGA CCT TTG GAG GAT GG 3' 
Mu35PC/B11F: 5' GGC GTT GCT GTG ATG ACG 3' 
Mu35PC/B11R: 5' CTG ATG CTC TTG GCG ACA GT 3' 
N-Mu35pc/B11R: 5' CGT ACG GTG TGT GCG AGT AG 3' 
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MuDS66/E12F: 5' TGC AAG ACT TGT TTG CTT GG 3' 
MuDS66/E12R: 5' TGA ATG CCT TGT CTT TGT GC 3' 
N-MuDS66/E12R: 5' GCT GGT TCA TTC CAT GTC CT 3' 
MuDS272/C9F: 5' TTC ACT GGA TCC GCA GTA TG 3' 
MuDS272/C9R: 5' GCA GCC ATA CAA AAC ACA CG 3' 
N-MuDS272/C9R: 5' ATG TCT ATC CGA GGC ACA GG 3' 
MuDS40/C3F: 5' CGA GGG CTG TAT GCT TTT TC 3' 
MuDS40/C3R: 5' TGT CCT CTG GGG CTA TTT TG 3' 
N-MuDS40/C3R: 5' CGA GAC AGT GCC ATT CAA GA 3' 
 
RESULTS 
Identification of ZSDs in the maize genome  
All 16,196 pairs of PCR primers were initially used to amplify B73 and Mo17. Those PCR products 
that could not be distinguished via agarose gel electrophoresis were analyzed by TGCE. The more than 2,600 
genes that were non-polymorphic between B73 and Mo17 were further used to screen 22 additional inbreds for 
polymorphisms. The 302 genes that survived this screen were used to screen 37 (35 unqiue) additional maize 
inbred lines and 9 teosinte inbreds for polymorphisms. Figure 6 shows the numbers of these 302 primer pairs 
that exhibited polymorphisms relative to B73 on per inbred basis. On average teosinte inbreds exhibit more 
polymorphisms than do maize inbreds (Figure 6). These data support the existence of a genetic bottleneck 
during maize domestication (Yamasaki et al, 2005) (Teshima et al, 2006). Only 73 out of more than 16,000 
primer pairs tested (Figure 4) proved to be monomorphic among all tested inbred lines, but polymorphic among 
teosinte lines. This represents about 0.5% of maize genes.  
  
ZSD candidates for functional analysis via reverse genetics 
Following the pipeline illustrated in Figure 5, 23 of the 73 domestication-related ZSDs were selected 
for analyses via reverse genetics. All candidates were expressed and located in non-repeat regions. Blast results 
to the maize BACs (Version on January 2008) indicated that they were potentially single-copy genes in maize 
genome. Further neighboring genes on the BACs exhibited polymorphims among maize inbreds. 
  
Isolation of Mu-insertion alleles in candidate domestication-related genes 
A collection of  ~3,000 F2 Mu lines was screened for Mu-insertion alleles in ZSD candidates (Figure 1; 
Methods). Heritable Mu-insertion alleles were detected in 6 ZSD candidates (Table 4). The other 17 ZSDs, 
either no Mu insertions was detected or the insertions were not heritable. Multiple Mu-insertion alleles for each 
ZSD were identified via PCR and sequencing. The majority of Mu insertions were detected in 5’ untranslated 
regions (UTRs) or promoter regions of ZSDs. In addition, Mu insertions were also detected in exons (Table 4). 
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Observations of phenotypes among homozygous mutants  
The phenotypes of homozygous mutants were observed in the F2 populations.  The parental F1 plants 
were derived from crosses of lines carrying the Mu-insertion alleles of 3 ZSD genes to B73 (Figure 2). F2 plants 
were planted in the field for phenotype observation. However, no obvious phenotypes were observed among the 
homozygous mutant plants (for each gene/allele, 15 kernels planted) for any of the two ZSDs (2 Mu insertion 
alleles of GRMZM2G071959 and all three Mu insertion alleles of GRMZM2G067546). Four additional F2 
families derived from Mu-insertion lines in GRMZM2G308203, GRMZM2G018950, GRMZM2G091245 and 
GRMZM2G111238 were planted (50 kernels planted for each allele) in the field of 2009 (Table 4). Phenotype 
observation will be conducted later this summer. 
 
DISCUSSIONS 
Why are only about 0.5% of maize genes potentially under domestication based on our test? 
George Beadle argued that as few as five major mutations would be sufficient to convert teosinte into 
maize (Beadle, 1939 and 1980).  Using QTL mapping, Doebley’s lab found that six regions on chromosomes 1 
to 5 have particularly large effects on morphological differences between teosinte and maize (Doebley et al, 
1990 and 1993). Therefore, only limited numbers of genes (e.g., tb1 (Clark et al, 2003) and tga1 (Wang et al, 
2005) appear to be essential for the major morphological changes during domestication. The criteria we used for 
ZSDs detection is very stringent.  First, we required ZSD among all of 59 unique maize inbreds studied, which 
were selected to sample the diversity of maize (Liu et al, 2003). Second, most of our primers were designed in 
highly polymorphic gene regions, viz., 3’, 5’ UTR and intron regions.  
 
The combination of genome-wide ZSD detection and reverse genetics is a promising approach for 
functional analysis of domestication-relation genes 
The mechanisms associated with phenotypic changes during domestication will facilitate trait 
manipulation during crop breeding (McCouch, 2004). There are at least two approaches to achieving this goal: 
top-down and bottom-up approaches (Ross-Ibarra et al, 2007). Compared to phenotype-first approach (by 
which tb1 was identified as a domestication gene), bottom-up approaches begin with identifying genes that have 
a signature of selection during domestication using population genetic approaches, followed by the use of 
reverse genetic approaches to determine the phenotypes to which these genes contribute.  
 
Why were no obvious phenotypes observed among the homozygous mutants of ZSDs? 
Homozygous mutants were obtained for six ZSD genes. However, no obvious phenotypes were 
observed for the two ZSD genes tested to date. The remaining four were planted in the 2009 genetics nursery 
for analysis. Several reasons may explain the absence of mutant phenotypes. First, due to the selective sweep 
phenomena, genes near target genes under selection during domestication also exhibit low sequence diversity. 
Even though they were not associated with critical traits, they can still appear among the ZSDs detected via the 
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population genetics approach. Homozygous mutants of such genes may not yield notable phenotypes. Second, 
the majority of the Mu-insertions in the two ZSDs were located in UTR regions. It is possible that these Mu 
insertions did not knock out the functions of corresponding ZSD genes. The expressions of ZSD genes among 
homozygous mutants would help to test this possibility. Third, gene duplication is a common phenomenon in 
maize genome (Zhang and Gaut, 2003). The candidates subjected for mutant screening were single-copy genes 
based on blast analysis of incomplete BAC sequences (version January, 2008). Some of them might have 
another copy in the maize genome, which had not yet been sequenced.  
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Table 1. 24 maize inbred lines used for detection of ZSD genes  
 
Genotype 
B73a B109 
Mo17b B113 
Va35 NC314 
R177 B104 
N801W N215 
N194 SD46 
Va85 Pa91 
NC264 B84 
N7A H84 
Mo44 B77 
Oh43 N28Ht 
N209 C123 
 
a, b Used as the first two maize lines for detection of ZSD genes. Only genes that showed no polymorphisms 
between B73 and Mo17 were further tested among the remaining 22 lines. 
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Table 2. Maize and teosinte inbred lines used to identify candidate ZSD genes  
 
Genotype/Line name/Schnable 
Lab Accession # Note 
B73 Control a 
Oh43 
Oh7B 
Tx303 
CML103 
CML228 
CML322 
CML333 
IL14H 
Ki3 
Ki11 
Ky21 
M37W 
M162W 
NC350 
NC358 
Tzi8 
Mo18W 
B97 
HP301 
P39 
Ms71 
CML247 
CML277 
CML52 
CML 69 
Nested Association Mapping (NAM) parent lines 
W64A 
LH82 
A188 
B37 
B52 
DE811 
F2 
I29 
KUI2007 
NC296 
NC320 
11 inbreds (Liu et al, 2003)b 
TIL1/AC3679 
TIL3/AC3680 
TIL6/AC3681 
TIL8/AC3682 
TIL9/AC3683 
TIL10/AC3684 
TIL11/AC3685 
TIL15/AC3686 
Teosinte (Zea mays L. ssp. Parviglumis)c 
TIL25/AC3687 Teosinte (Zea mays L. ssp. Mexicana)d 
 
a B73 used as control here because the PCR products from each inbred were mixed with B73 PCR products for 
TGCE test. b These 11 lines were selected to  further increase the coverage according to the phylogenetic tree 
(Liu et al, 2003). c, d Teosinte inbreds provided by Dr. John Doebley from University of Wisconsin. 
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Table 3. Primers used to screen for Mu insertions in ZSDs  
 
Amplicon Primers W/Mu insertion W/o Mu insertion Function of the test 
Forward+Reverse 
(GS5+GS3) - Y Primer test 
MuTIR+Reverse 
(MuTIR+GS3) Y - Mu screening 
MuTIR+Nested  Y - Confirmation of screening results  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Table 4. Summary of screening for heritable Mu insertion alleles of ZSD genes 
 
Phenotype observation of F2 in the field 
Gene IDa 
(pseudomolecule) Primer ID 
# of 
heritable 
Mu 
insertion 
alleles 
obtained 
Mu 
insertion 
allele ID 
Mu insertion 
location 
(based on 
pseudomolecu
le gene 
structure) 
Mu stock 
source 
seed 
pack 
pedigree 
Heritable 
Mu 
insertion 
line  
Row 
# (08) 
# of F2 
plante
d (08) 
Note (08) Row # (09) 
# of F2 
planted 
(09) 
Note (09) 
DS15/G5 
Mu:6A2/+ Exon, +54bp
b  
91g-
6078-
23@d 
07g-
1206-
13@ 
08-
3659 15 
No 
phenotype 
09-
6152 50 
Phenotype 
observation 
DS15/G5 
Mu:19B2/+ 
5'UTR, -
115bpc  
92-1205-
62@ 
07g-
1207-1@ 
08-
3656 15 " NA
f 0 NA 
DS15/G5 
Mu:63A9/+ Exon, +31bp  
06-2556-
61@ 
07B-
760/762e NA 0 NA " 0 
Seed not 
available 
(low seed 
set) 
GRMZM2G071959 DS15/G5 4 
DS15/G5 
Mu:67C9/+ Exon, +120bp  
06-2570-
55@ 
07B-
761/762 NA 0 NA " 0 " 
DS45/E4 
Mu:11G5/+ 
92-1259-
73@ 
07g-
1641-
15@ 
08-
3663 15 
No 
phenotype 
09-
6166 50 
Phenotype 
observation 
DS45/E4 
Mu:18D2/+ 
92-1199-
70@ 
07g-
1638-1@ 
08-
3669 15 " 
09-
6172 50 " GRMZM2G067546 DS45/E4 3 
DS45/E4 
Mu:34E11/
+ 
3'UTR 
92g-
4028-
29@ 
07g-
1640-
10@ 
08-
3649 15 " 
09-
6153 50 
" 
 
DS36/A11 
Mu:45H4/+ Exon, +3204bp 
06-6525-
58@ 
08-
3854/375
4-3 
NA 0 NA 09-6167 50 
“ 
 
GRMZM2G018950 DS36/A11  2
DS36/A11 
Mu:47D2/+ Exon, +3128bp 
06-6531-
51@ NA NA 0 NA NA 0 
Seed not 
available 
(low seed 
set) 
GRMZM2G091245 DS269/C4 1 
DS269/C4 
Mu:41E12/
+ 
Intron, 
+7731bp 
06-6512-
63@ 
08-3671-
2/3391 NA 0 NA 
09-
6159 50 
Phenotype 
observation 
86 
 
a: Only 6 ZSDs with heritable Mu insertions were showed here. The rest of 17 yielded no heritable insertions. 
b, c: + and - mean positions relative to start codon (ATG). d:g, plants planted in winter nursery 
e:B, plants planted in greenhouse. Most of them did not give good seed set. 
f: NA, not available 
 
 Table 4. (Continued) 
 
Phenotype observation of F2 in the field 
Gene IDa 
(pseudomolecule) Primer ID 
# of 
heritable 
Mu 
insertion 
alleles 
obtained 
Mu 
insertion 
allele ID 
Mu insertion 
location 
(based on 
pseudomolec
ule gene 
structure) 
Mu stock 
source 
seed pack 
pedigree 
Heritable 
Mu 
insertion 
line  
Row # 
(08) 
# of F2 
planted 
(08) 
Note 
(08) 
Row # 
(09) 
# of F2 
planted 
(09) 
Note (09) 
35PC/B11 
Mu:41C4/+ 
Promoter, -
4663bp 
06-6511-
64@ 
07B-762-
47/751 NA 0 NA NA 0 
Seed not 
available 
(low seed 
set) 
35PC/B11 
Mu:50C5/+ 
Promoter, -
4486bp  
06-6538-
73@ 
08B-710-
5@ NA 0 NA 09-6169 50 
Phenotype 
observation 
35PC/B11 
Mu:55D10/
+ 
Promoter, -
4501bp  
06-6557-
69@ 
07B-755-
3/744 NA 0 NA 09-6154 50 " 
35PC/B11 
Mu:58F1/+ 
Promoter, -
4458bp 
06-6576-
63@ 
08B-716-
1@ NA 0 NA 09-6171 50 " 
GRMZM2G308203 35PC/B11  5
35PC/B11  
Mu:59H5/+ 
Promoter, -
4689bp 
06-6590-
82@  
08B-713-
9@ NA 0 NA 09-6170 50 " 
DS266/B6 
Mu:61C5/+ 
Exon, 
+13946bp 
06-6597-
61@ 
08-
3842/3763
-8 
NA 0 NA 09-6155 50 " 
DS266/B6 
Mu:68F8/+ 
Exon, 
+13972bp 
06-2575-
75@ 
08-3768-
10/3858 NA 0 NA 09-6156 50 " GRMZM2G111238 DS266/B6 3 
DS266/B6 
Mu:84H7/+ 
Exon, 
+13894bp 
06-2631-
53@ 
08-
3854/3773
-17 
NA 0 NA 09-6158 50 " 
87 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. The template preparation of Mu-insertion lines for mutants screening 
The Mutator stock lines were generated from the selfing of F1s derived from Mutator active lines crossed by 
Q60 or B70. Each DNA sample on the 96-well plate was the pooled samples of 12 seedlings from each F1 selfed 
ear. 
 
Figure 2. Transmission test among Mu inserted lines 
The procedure of transmission test among Mu-inserted lines, which carry the Mu insertions in the ZSD genes 12 
seedlings from each F1 selfed plant derived from B73 crossed by Mu-insertion lines were tested. 
 
Figure 3. The general structure of Mutator transposon and primer design for mutant screening in Mu insertion 
lines 
Panel A: The structure of Mutator transposon  
The highly conserved terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) were denoted by open bar labeled with TIR. The internal 
sequence was showed by pink box. The horizontal arrows indicated the sequence orientations of the TIRs. 
 
Panel B: Typical genes structure and the primers design required for mutant screening  
Colored bars showed the UTRs (grey) and exons (blue). Open triangle denoted the Mutator transposon inserted 
into the 5’UTR region. The horizontal arrows here indicated the primers designed for screening. 
 
Figure 4. Determining ZSD candidate genes under domestication 
The flowchart indicated the pipeline we used to determine globally ZSDs candidates that are associated with 
maize domestication or selection. DS number is the ID for the 96-well plate. The input datasets were 
highlighted in blue and the final potential ZSDs associated with maize domestication or selection was indicated 
in red. 
 
Figure 5. Determining ZSD gene candidates for functional analysis via reverse genetics 
The figure showed the pipeline we used to select the best candidate ZSD genes for functional study. Pink boxes 
were two input data sets from different sources. The blue box showed the finalized ZSDs for reverse genetics. 
 
Figure 6. TGCE test results among maize and teosinte inbred lines 
The color codes indicated maize and teosinte inbred lines and the origin of maize lines. Yellow lines are from 
Middle West. Blue indicated tropical maize line. Greens are from other sources. Purple highlighted teosinte 
inbred lines. X-axis was the 46 lines used in the test (two Hp301 lines were from different sources). Y-axis 
showed the total number of genes tested that were different from allele in B73. 
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